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EDITORIAL.=
a*d NorrcEs'=-=

Bertara Datic*'.,ir

-:; :-:- ::-JiursraPh reminds us not just

-r.:- :rr:.i .. coming but that by the next

.... -; : tra e C trcubr rve can expect to have

\-.- :.--: ::are olthese beautiful and unex-

:.::: :.::.es in veliorv-flowering rape.

l'1:--.., :. :. :lEether $ith some of the latest

:3\'::,: ::.:-1.. dris issue feafures accounts

:.- - ,:-:, ..!1me and abroad of researchers'

:r--'- :.i. ind pleasure at experiencing
--:; ! -:r.rlred mystery of the phenom-

:: : --: -:,rrselves. The Circular contin-

-.i '- ::..::'-1se facrual andfirst-hand crop
. -- . '-r.=ral - research projects, specific

. ::-i : .: .ccounts of personal circle expe-

:-.:,.: r: rTrore and more of these are

:-: .:..: .:,ere is increasing feed-back and

: -:s-,; -: rnteresting articles (and a back-

: - -r lrner-uritrng - rnany apologies- !).

., - :..,e material to submit, please re-

r:-,' .: :,e{. Circular deadline, i.e : -

3ttrh -{pril for the June issue

l---',-r ter$ on DOS disc (text or llord
:.-i ztL' he efira welcome. Illustration.s
. i-:- j-.:'r,i please (or graphics files).

Fs,:i rld facfion
- -..--.: .i::t :1e\\ s of the t-rrst formations of
:-. \'1\- : .:. lle\1 issue will carry a reviell'

-. '-. : :>: arempt to assassinate circles'
::>r:--- ..:e:dr apth' dubbed'Crop Circle
1.-. ..-. - -: - tlnd the bookcuriouslythin on

:.- --: .--.e "uthor also gives the impres-
. -- -:- :-. :eins too clear about his real

:t ;.: : : : :ror3[ emotional stance- If you
:-:: . -:::r1 l^Jle- iry listing the silences
r-t -- -:.:13rares . . . Idothink, however,
::- ;; -:,:rres do not help matters by
3: :. :- . ;:,-dins manner. I would there-

:::: .r; : ::e i,lr this journal some nell-
:.i non-malicious material from
r lhere is a very real danger of
: er our.

llgn-rr'erl.i
- :: :r::-,-,::. -ea has throrvn us into a crisis
:': ::,.. -.i:e:e -,re are having to question not
-,s: :t :.e-. nemon and motives but even
,:. :r.-a: --l: :rarirn that photographs can't
-ie .r,..-,- :.rg;',rghted is the need to recognise

-1.: :r-'r.:tle fatlems are regularly created
ai,J relr :ehrnri- srningll' or otherwise, by
Irumtrts ras *eil as bv earth energies), and
sc the ie.hnique- used as diagnosis of'genu-
rne 

- 
circles. needs fine-tuning, Try dowsing

\our sate\\'a\'. or a b€fore and after eflect at

a barbecue sitel Stick wrth it, for this path is
not gcing to get any easier!
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CCCS MATTERS
This season: -

IF YOU SPOT A FORM.A,TION
Please don't assume we lotow about it al-
ready! We op€rate best as a network. Most
of the fonnations in the December Cbca-
Iar's datalist were originally reported by
'ordinary' CCCS members. (Thank you all

those who have sent emendations to this.

Any more to come?). As you have seen, the
information is shared with you. Rernember,

the five hotline is there throughout the sea-

son if you want updates.

So, please, either: report any sighting to
your local branch convenor, or notify the

Hotline: - 0726 832367

so that it can be checked out promptly.
Meanwhile, photograph or sketch it in con-
texl with field boundaries, road etc., if you

can, and note an1'thing in its physical fea-

tures which suggests 'genuineness' or oth-
erwise (the fanner's permission is needed

before entering the field). If you are just

bombing past on the highway. try to get as

close a fix on its location as you can, and note

the date, time and weather . . . Someone will
be using trp personal time and petrol to visit
and record it fully. sop/ease give your rnme
and phone rrumber (if you leave a message)

so that rn'e can get back to you. Since once the

formation is entered it is very difficult to
establish its original state:-

prompt follow-up is all-important.
Ifyou are the one to inspect it. please askfor
a reportform from me or your local convenor
(or you can photocopy the one included in
the June 1993 Circular).

Paul Hailey is prepared to act as a technical
researchers' communication porrl this sea-

son. If you can offer a) surveillance equip
ment such as magnetometers or special cam-

eras to lend and/or b) time, commonsense

and mobilify, please contact him on: -
0192 234782

PHOTOGRAPHS of formations are al-

ways muclr needed both for the database and

Circalar We are very grateful to the varied

people who supply thes€ - again, please
don't assume we already ha,-e these'. we
haven't an official photographic team. Please

put your name & telephone number on the

back of arry,1,ou send, and idennfi the for-
mation and date.

SToP PRESS:,WANTED!
photographs of 1993 formations for a

CCCS Ymr Book.
Contact

,,:: Lucy Fringfe,, who i* tditing it:
5,Tovn l;ens, Sheet, Petersfreld, Han

GU32 2N (073A 2$454)

In particular:
This year, we also intend to get together a

collection of photographs/slides to supply

to members. Christopher Weeks (042 868

2641) and Richard Smith (0773 824197) are

focalising this project.

Please also note Nancy Talbot and Ron
Russell's requests for anomalous photos.

:: : The next full CCCS
International Weekend Conference

will be in 1995.

CCCS will, however. hold a

., One-aay Conference

,, On ifhur*day:,29th Septemtler 199,4

,* 
HeClemere, (nr Guilrtford, surrey)

T i ckets : f2 0 C CCS mem b er s : {2 5 non- mernbe r s

(Ihe lecture already organised by Lucy
Pringle - see advertisement - will be the

evenlng erent.)
Pineil that date ir noil!

MISCELLANEOUS
SmeA ads.: To assist individual crop circle
research projects, the Circular will include
small-ads in future (free, if these are brief
and the project is not for personal profit).
I-ocal branches may find it helpful to an-

nounce their meetings here, too.

West Midlands fotthcoming lectures at

Johmon House, Bull St., Birmingham. 2-5pm
23 April: Andrew Collins: The Orgone Pmject.

1 8th June: Paul Fuller: Historical cases 7 the

LEO connection.

I 1th Sept: speaker to be announced

I 2th Nov.: Lucy Pringle: Crop circles' physi-
ological and psychological effects-

Enquiries: Ray Cox: 4 Lulworth Close,

Halesowen 863 2tlJ (0384 66383)

We have received notification of the

, Alexander tmich Frize Contest
A $1,000 prize is being sponsored by the Center
for Frontier Sciences, Temple University, USA

Subject:

'Are rll Crop Circles Merely Hoaxes?'
The wiruring entry will be published in the

Center's periodical'Frontier Penpectives'. All
other anlries rernain the property ofthe authors.

Deadline: June 30th, 1994
Papers should be in English, double-spaced rvith
minimum l" margin, on one side of A4 sheets.

Send three copies ofeach entry tol

W. P. La Parl, Conte,gt Coordinalor, l9
Wood St., Hopkinton L{A A1748-l132;

U S.A.
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Bt1g.e1#rI)'t_

In a letter called 'Rolling on a Flat Tyre',
Erik Beckjord describes the tone of an un-

derground satirical magazine of this name

(or one somethirrg like it) as: 'a certain

interrral sneering and disrespect for new age

crystal gazers and people who sacrifice sheep

and leave the remains atthe centre ofBarbury
Castle formation . '!

Sometimes eerily up-to-date with circles'
gossip, and what it doesn't know, blatantly

inventing (the cruder the better), and se-

cured from libel by secretive anonymitl', this

photocopied broadsheet (circulation limited

and random) in a cramped font drarrs its life
frorn (and does to death) certain legendary

axioms, namely:

1) Al1 crop circles are hoaxes.

2) A11 circles' researchers are figures of fun.

In particular, some go in for black magic,

some hoax circles to illustrate their theories

and
3) A11 others interested in crop circles (ex-

cept, naturaliy, the authorleditor - the
disinformer is all written in the same style)

are at least one of the following: - making

vast sums of money by promoting circles;

hoaxing them to prove outlandish theories;

paranoid; sexually deviant, or too young. If
none of the above, they are simply mad or

naive until something more sinister can be

said of them.

Where not clumsily offensive, some of the

rag rs funny: IIenry Azadedel confesses to

being a leading membor of Opus Dei, while

due to a mix-up at the publishers Jim
Schnabel is commissioned to pen George

Wingfield's biography, who, attempting to

trao€ a long-lost brother who emigrated to
Australia, discovers him to be Doug Bowerl

George's 'shoot first' attitude to hoaxers is

porhayed almost with affection and - another

tender touch - the 'exploded bird' found by

Lucy hingle in a 1993 circle, was actually, we

are told, nrn over by a passing lorry whose

driver contritely placed it in the circle for
'healing'. . . We leam that Beckjord himse[
communicator with circlernakers, is.to open an

early learning centre because '[aliens are]

obviously in need of some assistance. . . thsir
native tongue appears to be the ancient Nordicl
Berber language 'Tilinag', with a little Korean

thrown in, which was presumably being spo-

ken on 6arth the last time they were here.'

Even ifyou're new to the crop circle scene, and

the above allusions are confusing in-jokes,

repetition will soon make you familiar with
some of the more m1'thical characters: Paul

Fuller, obsessed with libel suitq Rob kving, a

sinisrer pub"crawleq McNish the tumcoal the

elusive Jim Schnabel . . .
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Using the most economical of disguises the

balaclavaed author is no doubt among the

caricatured: the trait found most admirable is

cyricism; the most ridiculous thing to be is:

sincere.
Beckjord, who incidentally is seeking to
obtain back issues of this presumably lree

publication (and I wouldn't mind scme more

myself - one might as well hrot' the r*'arstl),

urges Schnabel, if he is reading it, (cr pre-

sumably anyone else attached to disbelief.l

to set up a counterhoaxer team next 1'ear. If
he can stop hoaxers by this means ard then

ALL circles stop, perhaps this. he sugg€sts.

will prove thal no circles are real . . .

Meanlvhile, the spell-check on mv .*ord-
proaesso. persists in making a f,eu enlight-

ening corrections too: Scbnabei : Schnozzle;

kving : kking; McNish is manic; and, of
course, Raadles rankles, There is, hcwever,

hope for the Cclleen's Earthquest Orgone

rvhich comes out as 'earthiest origin'. Sadly,

it is not inappropriate that the Bythorn
Mandala is the Bighom Mandate.

IIAPPY EASTER
from Barbara

Symmetry in Nattlre: arrdngeftient of diatoms

under a microscape. supplied by Kay

nature ofttre phenomenon; and exploration of
future directions and moperations.

Karen Douglas set the scene and her talk
really summed up most of what followed: we
should not so much ask the who and how, but
the why of the circles, which are talking very
much to the subconscious. The emotional
response is an important factor, the personal

interactions and associated synchronicities,
part olthe interactive element. How do we
take an active approach towards the crop
circlss? It was a theme developed by Mark
llat*vood and Alison Tredwell, who enthu-

siastically led us towards an intuitive ap-

proach. Mark also noted a personal element

in the events of the last season in his area,

and he inciuded a description of the Charley
Knall major pictogram, x,ith particular ref-
ea€nce - in his vierr as ar amateur astrono-

mer - to the similarity of the lormation with
the summer constellation Cygrrus.

The East Midlands branch was one of a

number last season which had attempted

meditative and possible communication tech-

niques, perhaps as a result of realising that
a scientific litmus test to show the genuine

nafure of the phcnomenon was not forthcom-
ing. Another was the Sussex branch, and

Andy Thomas's talk took us through the

closely-grouped Sompting formations, and

described in entertaining fashion, the at-
tempts at trying to capture a formation in the

making, as a result of communications re-

ceived via channelling.

It was John Holman (CCCS Yorks) who
considered the practical fufure as leading to
a greater a1il'ar€ness in the pubiic sphere -
not only about crop circles but UIO's and

other such borderland phenomena. There is

the reluctance of the public, media and poli-

ticians to consider these things. John also

offered a thought-provoking realisation that
while the investigations of crop circles has

become more involved, the public interest

diminishes, a gap is generated between the

public and circles people, who become more

insuiar, as with group projects. A more
public message was needed (I wonder
whether the same situation would be with us

even u'ithout Doug and Dave's revelations

to the media?).

To round it oII, Yorkshire's Jim Lyons gave

a eoncise but original and stimulating ac-

count of the relationship between physics

and subtle energy.

Though this gathering was small-scale, and

although I enjoy most of such gatherings the
Glastonbury Symposium for its atmosphere

and general joyous ambience, amongst other
reasons, this forum in the comfortable his-

toric Metro cinema in Derby and the credit-
able master of ceremonies, fuchard Smith,
was a worthwhile venture, notwithstanding
the small attendance.
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A Symposium. AConference. A Cornference.

Why not a Forum? One was arranged by the

CCCS East Midlands branch on 4th Decem-
ber 1993 in Derby.

It's a good idea to have such an interchange

when most of the other gatherings of a similar

kind are either atthe height ofthe season orjust
after. The intontions of this meeting were

branch member dialogue; the sharing of per-

sonal experiences; a discussion of the infuitive



2nd CCCS
R{TER}iATIONAI],..],.

COI-FERENCE Aug. 7lE
1993:-

Dlll O\E: TEE

Martus Allen

- -. -.. :; -:i this event, attended by 150

r: :i:':: .r rs tlre imposing conference room
- --: :-: :tal1 in Bath.

f ,', , -.. .. -::en. opened the conference by

-' - :: :ni manl changes and diverse
. ;:-- -- ::e pasl 1ear, setting the tone for

: :: . '.\.::r his call for tolerance and an

:;- :'-.:: ic a1l avenues of research.

:-:.-= -)aries. who as CCCS Secretary

:- - . .r :-t the hotline. has been as near the

:.--:-: :,' e'\ents as anyone, then described

- -; - r ihe main events and issues of the

<:-'- r,:'-ir a graphic account of the never-

.- : - - --.-',r oi information, both in and ottt,
:: - --:,r.riinuing speculation as to causes.

'- --. .::igie lbllowed. telling us of the
: ' : ::::re of an experimer-rt which in-
, - .;- :,:\lnq small bottles of water in the

- -- i: :- :est for homeopathic effects).
. -: ::--:--n ol retrieving them later w'as

.:.;-- : . :e.llred by dou'sing). She also

,,--.-sj sonre of the reporls of physi-
'- -: :- l p-r chological effects u'ritten by

:r : . rti-r iisitrns circles.

:. -- = ::..e :hen dealt lvith some physical,

:.- '=-.::,eirc effects recorded, particu-
:-- - . : 1:,are project. As with so much
-:s:-,- :: :hrs phenomenon. there are no
:::. :-.- :,.irdeirnes to help: it is only
' :: - : ' ..r :hat some effects can be
-. ; :: --.: r\ .. - lnstrLlmentS, thOUgh What

- : .: -: :rajJ.i the circles is still under

.-- r- ; --..rrrr-ak. ($hich gave time to
: r:;- : : :.: ,: ol books, sweatshirt de-

i --: :: - .:.ie ieir lbr the cerealogically
. .-.-: :- ', -):ii:on described his diligent
ris:-: . - - :.:.\ rears into the link between

--: :.-.-:...:: .nC astronomically-relatcd
-:1.r :: l :..e.. a:i considered the extent to
r.i:- .: .-:. .:e:er-re could be predictable.

-r:':.r l'1':::e.; lhen held the audience en-
:i::, ll; \\ii: :lts erposition ol the sacred
Eir-I-relf. .;i ';g.p circle s. To see the outlines
ci t31,-i.1.-*n lbrmations overlaid with
e:u;11', ia;nr.iar seometric shapes - trian-
ules- penueons. pentangles- etc. and to see

the conne.uons bet*-een the shapes in the
tlelds. and therr inner construction was a

breath-takins erperience.
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The North American perspective broadened

the conference with an account from ilyes

(IJSA CCCS Co-ordinator) of reactions to

the Kenniwick formation. She was followed
by Chad Deetkin with detailed descriptions

of Canadian events and experiments on the

growth potential of circle samples. The mys-

tery of the squashed porcupine discovered

spread-eagled in one formation is rapidly

acquiring the status of a legend! Chad must
surely qualiry for one of the most dedicated

of researchers, his nearest formation being

over 800 miles from his home in Vancouver.

In the evening, Richard Andrern's demon-

strated his unique gift for dowsing linking
his discoveries of energy lines to the physi-

cal world so drawing together two of the

main features of the phenontenon. Leonie
Starr, the conference organiser, was then
lrarmly $,elcomed to the platform, where

she demonstrated links betw-een astrology,

ancient civilisations and crop formations of
today.

l'inally, Busty Tay'lor, aviator extrordinaire,
let his eagerly awaited pictures do the talk-

ing - over 200 of thern - in a show unsur-
passed for both quality and quantity. Some-

times we wondered what angle the plane had

been flown at to achieve the result we saw on

the screen!

After more than twelve hours, the first day

ended with expectations 
"r'ell 

satisfied. As
though to celebrate the presence of man-v

overseas as well as British delegates, the

Cherhill formation appeared just a feu'hours
later. Could it be the lland of Fnendship

w'hich was being exlended?

revealing that, on consideration, he now
believed many of Doug and Dave 's claims to
be truel Somehow, he had been impressed

with their recent presentation of'new evi-
dence' and, u,ith curious logic, claimed that
it was the inconsistencies in their stories

that convinced him! Although understand-

ably erring on the side of caution, as repre-

senting 'science', he was also, in my opin-
ion, unfairly dismissive of the excellent
work of Dr. W. C. Levengood, in the USA,
studying anomalous effects found in circie-
affected crop.

George Wingfield then swept a*ay all talk
of Doug and Dave with a well-timed account

of the many 'luminosities' and aerial phe-

nomena now associated with certain crop
formations. With so many independeirt re-

ports of strange lights-inthe-sky, there can

be little doubt of their connection u,ith the
circles - which kicks the hoaxing theories

into a cocked baseball hat (unless you go

with Andy Collins' hoax-as-orgone-accu-
mulator theories). lJnfortunately, George *as
then unduly negative about the 1993 forma-
tions, dismissing many as hoaxes on the

tiniest evidence. After being on the receiv-

ing end of attempts by troublemakers to
catch him out, his understandable caution is

norl'beginning to look like scepticism - a

shame, because he still has a lot to offer
circle research-

Colin Andre'n's, however, tumed the mood

around completely with "tidings of great

ioy" for the crop circle community. Recount-
ing neu'findings and old, he showed conclu-
sively that something incredible rs going on.

IIe described witnesses' accounts of circles

fomring; showed photographs of sottte ex-

traordinary geometric patterns that appeared

on a frozen river in Boston, USA; and de-

scribed the undoubted escalation of reported

aerial phenomena around the world. He also

spoke of fruitful discussions rvith the CIA
and MOD, and of his hopes lor a nerr era oi'
openness, as even these nou' reportedly ac-

knowledge that sometlring exlraordinary is

occurring. Re-iterating his belief that the
crop fomrations are a cry for help from the

Earth, Colin finished by reading a letter sent

to the 'Fortean Times', in response to an

article by Jim Schnabel. pointing out the

nlany reasorls u,ht the circles phenomenon

must be much more than a man-made enter-

prise,

Negatirify and interactivify
In the aftemoon, came brief reports from
regional branches of circle activity and re-

search in 1993. Some of the reporters seemed

to assume that many of their local fonna-
tions must necessarily be hoaxes; but as

their expectations seemed to be very low in
the first place, is this any wonder, if the crop

circles are the interactive phenomena many

?'g$r"' BU:CXf, f $ SF:COLD WA
.dI\iD TTDINCS OF GREATJOY

*ady T.h$*as

I attended the Sunday of the Intemational
Conference- to admire the chandeliers in
their grand setting, peruse the ever-increas-

ing stalls norl'customary at such events - as

well as to listen to the speakers.

First. from the ohair, ProI'essor Archie Roy
told of a recent encounter on a plane where

he sat next to a lady who rn'as chuckling at a

ne&'spaper articie making fun of all us gul-

lible crop circle folk. When she explained

why she was laughing, Professor Roy broke

it to her gently that not only was he one of
these, but also president of an organisation

dedicated solely to studying crop circlesl

The ternperature of the room dropped a little
as the next speaker, Montague Keen, regret-

ted that he felt obliged to throw some "buck-

ets of cold water" over our enthusiasm by
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believe them to be? (The East Midlands

CCCS branch. rvhich had ftrgfi expectations,

got one of the best formations of the year in

thc Charley Knoll cross).

Michael Green rounded off Sunday's lec-

tures r,vith a well-thou ght-out interpretation

of the Celtic symbolism of the 1992 Dharmic

Wheel. Describing it as the rnost irnportant

crop formation to date, he added that if, as

was unlikely, Jim Schnabel had been re-

sponsible, he must have been "possessed"'

Michael also piayed a short piece of music,

based on three 1992 grapeshot formations'

from r'-hich a musicologist, treating thetn as

notes in a scale, had produced. via a synthe-

sizer, a sweet. melancholic, one-nlinute sym-

phony. Whether this was the intention of the

tirclentakets or not, the strange piece of
music was oddlY aPPealing.

After a 1ong, stimulating discussion sessiot't'

the conferelce finished with some closing

rvorcis frorn Michael and a neat curtsel from

I.eonie Starr in acknorvledgment of the de-

served applause for her efforts in organising

the w-eekend-

I enjoyed the day very ntuch. but I was rather

concerned by the amor.rnt of negativity com-

ing from sonre quarters. Would people whose

sole purpose at these events seems to be to

spread this zof bother to attend in future'

After a1l, if vou suddenl-v decide not to like

bread and cakes, you don't keep going back

to the bakerY.

both be by-products of a 'much more pri-

mary occurrence affecting the localised

energy continuum.' Andy himself saril a

'massive flash' above Alton Priors in the

evening of 30th May 1993 (presumably

the same that Francine Black- u'ho lives

there, witnessed and connected rvith the

appearance of the ringed circle nhich ap-

peared overnight at Silburr: Hiil. (See

December Circular's datalist)- Inciden-

tally. that rvas tlie night that a ring ap-

peared at Clacton-on-Sea- Esser). Also:-

OED + meditation - anomalies?

'When the OED (Orgone Engrneering De-

vice) the so-called mini-cloudbuster. \\as

used in conjunction *-ith co-ordinated

meditation the anomalr cor-int in all t-leld'

rr,as srgnificantlr higher. None ol the indi-

vrdual meditat;ons. OtD e\pcrimcrltr or

control tests produced simrlar results it
also seems as ii the use of ancestor spirits

as the selected archetvpe 1br the medita-

tion scored rnuch higher results than the

use of either alien imagen or Gaia-based

archetlpes.

Three davs have emerged as producing

more anomalies than during the two-u'eek

period of experiment: Monday l9th July'

Friday, 23 July and Monday 26 July. ' '

Chilly reading!
There were also some striking tempera-

ture differentials observed in relation to
the inside and outside of the OED: a large

number of anornalies being associated with
a marked temperature droP.

1994 project
The report outlines Plans for the

Earthquest project (not'Orgone 94')' to
investigate 'the possibilities of a psvchic

interface with the environment . . . [and]
the existence. or not, of a prtmary'' pre-

atomic energy conttnuum and its relation'

ship to light consciousness. nonJocality,

Reichian phlsics and the quantum idea of
multi-dimensional superforce'. (Crop cir-

cles will no longer be part of the research.

hou'ever).

The project will begin in April with a

journey along the Ridgeway, from Oxford-

shire to Alton Bames, suggested by a hunch

that the route was once a ritual or ceremo-

nial track with a specific usage. This will
be backed up by meditations, using ances-

tor spirit archetypes, both on site and

beforehand.

The next Psychic Questing Conference

will be in London ,5th & 6th November

1994
EnquiriestoEarthquest,POBox 189,Leigh

on Sea, Essex SS9 lNF

An lntmductioo to:-
,: :,:.,:..,b rrvmfi,

LffiREP$RtNo"lE
:

John A. Burke

oRGQN,n FRt}IE: lr99

Exlracts from

Andy Collins'Feb. 1994

newsletter -

lDr Levengood has nol'ed on ftom his well

lotown work on tlrc 'bent nodes' to studies o;f

et'idence frow the seed heads of circle-

alfected c'rop. In his preliminary remorks in

Lab Report 18 Dr l.,etengood explains that

his pretious research into cell wall pit size

dara -fron bract tissue from crop formatiotts
let him to -wspect that there nright he 'plrysi-

cal alteration.r fu the cellulosic microfibtils
of the cell *alls o-f of brocts and seeds',

,tbjectir,elt nea.surable b1' electrokinetic
nteans. The ,fitll Report is in technical lan-

guage more acces.sible to speciolist.s than

the lay reader. II.e are therefore ter-v- grote'

.ful to John Burke who (with Dr Let'engood's

blessing) makes available thefollowing sum-

mary.
By the vav, re. the 'bent nodes' in croP

circles: - Dr Letengood asks me to draw

attention to the fat:t that in sorne published

work b1, other researclters, the stomala of
the plant nodes are confused '*-ith the cells'

He sa1,5 thdl this it is like comparing art

elephant with a mouse, and that consulta-

tion of am' bolanical dictiona4' will clarifi,

the dffirence! - BDI

As vou knou. Dr. W.C. Levengood has gen-

erated a series of lab reports related to his

stud-v of crop circles. Beginning with this

report, the reader will find introductory high-

lights presented in non-technical terminol-

ogy. It is our hope that this mav help facili-

tate communication regarding the findings

to readers of a non-scientific background.

Report 18 further defines the oscillation
method currently being used to analyse for-

mation and control samples from crop cir-

cles, etc. The method was introduced in

Reports 16 and 17. After months of hard

work this method has been refined as a

valuable tool, not least because the tech-

nique considerably automates this time+on-
suming work and eliminates the 'subjec-

tive' choice of objects to measure (i.e. cell

wall pits), previously viewed as an objection

by some.

Measurable difference
The seeds of wheat, oats, and barley are

surrounded by a thin tissue, or membrane,

called the bract. The energies which create

crop circles somehow alter the structure of
this membrane in such a way that (in com-

parison to controls) it changes the rate at

which ions (electrically charged particles)

are transported across it.

The Circular Volume 4 Number 4

Photographic anomalies
In this, Andy says that there is still much

debate about the apparently dramatic pho-

tographic anomalies rn'hich Orgone 93 came

up *,ith. Air-bells, insects, raindrops and

emulsion blemishes all have been sug-

gested by some experts and dismissed by

others.
This has led to plans for using stereo
photography to remove the possibility

that something quite ordinary is being

mislaken for an anomall .

Ilowever, some interesting features have

emerged from statistical analysis, which

incorporates data from other teams (e'g

'Relate' and Paul Hailey) working at Alton

Barnes last season. .e.g: the large elec-

trostatic fluctuations recorded, and unex-

plained flashes of iight may, Andy feels,
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Perrnanent changes

- - .: - :i:. l,: lr* rs as follows. The bract
. rr-. : :.-. ,.ei.ilm the seed and attached
. : :-- .;. ::.1 neg:ltive electrode at either
.-- Fr:lr
: : -1'..,- r- :' =..'-' : F a:tF CTRCIE VAFIFICATIOIJ SYSTEfuI

Correlation of the oscillation method with
the previous method can be seen in Fig 2. in
Lab Reports 1-14 a method was developed

using a factor than combined: 1) the change
in rate of seedling development from circle
seeds vs. controls, and 2) the percentage

increase in cell u,all pits (not to be confused

with stomata). The oscillation method dis-
penses with cell wall pit measurement. As
Fig.2 shou,s. seedling development rates
generall,v match the alpha values detemrined

by the oscillation method, demonstrating
the accuracy ofthis new technique. Samples

and controls that had been examined with
the old method over the past few years have

been laboriously re-examined with the os-

cillation technique and the results agree.
Thus ihis is a further confirmation of the

earlier work and an indicator of continuity.

Note that crop circle energies are not neatly
predictable in a linear fashion but erhibit
sorne characteristics of deterministic chaos.

In Fig 2. sample 'Ring-5' has only slightly
higher alpha value and greatly higher growth
rate. Nevertheless ring-5's alpha value is

above any control, and such a result is to be

expected occasionally from any event in-
volving turbulent. chaotic energies.

Fig 2. ,Alpha l'hlues compared with seed growth
data from a Canadian crap formatio*

Crop near cirr:le afferted
Note that diflerences in energy levels within
the fonnation can be kaced by mmparing the
alpha values of the samples. And perhaps most
exciting, a 'proximity effect' has been found
(see sample 'Prox-l0' in Fig.3). Standing crop
up to a short distance from a circle shor,s the
effect of circle uieryies. Controi samples are

taken at least 100 fireters a$'av and show no
effects.

Hoar samples different
A final, important note. In 1993 numerous
samples were examined lrom deliberately
"hoaxed' samples. flattened by man and sam-

pled at varling time intenals. In none of these

were higher alpha values or gro\eth rates ob-

sen'ed. It is shongly felt that this and previous
work no'*' places the 'burden ofprool squarely

on the shoulders ofalleged hoaxers. Ifthey ask

us to belie'r.e their claims, thar they must show
us hou'they changed the alpha factors and

seedling grou'th rates in the crop they flat-
tened. Furtheq let them shou. how'they pro-
duced this effect in s'tanding crop at the edge of
the formation. If they cannot show this, why
should we waste more valuable time listoring
to them?
*Ref' Levengood, W.C. 'Electrophoresis in plant

cell organelles' (Bioelectrochemistry arrd

Bioenergetics, 25, pp. 225 -239 (199 1)

Ablra Dirtrihuiinru (KS-0 l-94)

Corit.
g

Cirt- Circ. Circ. Iitrg
te34

Sample Identity - Crop Formation

Seeillirg Developmcnl Df (HS-0 l-94)

Circ. Ci.(. Circ.
1a34

Sample Identity - Crop Formation
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;r 1 *"^7 --'-;\aql6 aw'mk of the brad tissueSysteu
-,.':.-lcr .iom (see ref), to produce elzdr*
:": --T: : i4)lns.

-: -'.i-.)o\\er current is run through
'-: ,',: ',\iile this is happening the bract
: r--:-:::: rntemal mechanical stress by
-::- : : .:.e ;hanging water pressure in-
: - - :: . .:. --:t. 'cheduled 

penods of evapo-
':' - . - . rethod w'as adapted from a
-:: ,-,: :i I)r. Levengood.

:'.-', ,-.:. 13\'e been subjected to crop
- -- : :--:t:: ar. permanently changed so
i: - -:-:r.1 lore ions across the bract

. - :-:r means that more eleotric
:- ,:rir the membrane. It is the

: :r.rses in this current which
--;: .;iile internal rvater prcssure
.-- :len released (Fig. 2). The

- -:::,ieJ is the'an-rplitude coef-
:-: -.-:er called -alpha'). Alpha

' --; -lr.1ntum current recorded
- - . :: arimum re corded as it
-: - ;-!:f,ne during periods of
. ,' : : ,rslr *hal rve are looking

- , -: r:al change. It is not the

- --: .-. thich varies l-rv plant
: --::ei) hut the proportional

-, ' - :.\ea1s ho*. rnuch the
__ - .--.- 

1

, :'!-crr adoi)ted lor the
-.: i. ,-.Ios. for every

: ,: circle -{atnfie, a

; controi end thc
j-r , r- r : r- - -.. odds thai a circls

:.rr- :. : :--. : :.-; t. hipher than a con-
- . , :: :.-. .'::-!. l. I in l. or 0.5. The
:.:: --:: ..::-" ',..--.'S uOUld be lighef by

l--:i -:-:...i .:t i -ir,;le: r s. 6 contrcls is 0.5
]: , ' le:s 1r:ri c,nc e-hance in a million!
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BYTsg lry?4rs

"'Ba*b*ia,savim' ''l

On 29th January 1994, a small group of us

met at Beth Davis's home, near Bythorn

itself. with Julian Richardson, 'claimant' of
the formation, to try to sort out the truth . . .

The follorving is a personal impression of
the meeting. (Montague Keen has written a

17-page reporl from hrs point ofview and the

official CCCS view is 'Inconclusive'!)

It was a strange meeting: two key 'rx'it-

nesses' u,ere unatrle at the last minute to

attend - Michael lnns, lvho had apparentl-v

been told by Julian that the field in question

was one that he might use, and the farmer

involyed - Jim Nichols. These absences more

or less evened each other out. I{owever,
since then u'e have received signed state-

ments, from five people, including the farmer.

rvhich contradict Julian's clairn (repeated at

the meeting) that he made the centre disc.

nngs and petals on Saturdal'night (4th/5th

Sept.) and laid the star across the formation,

as an 'aftefihought', on the Sunda-v night

(sthi 6th).

Close to his chest
Hou,ever, at the meeting we only had hear-

say evidence from the farmer etc. (and

Michael lnns) to go on and had to rely on that

provided by those preseut. Most of this was

already summarised in the December Cir-
cular, a copy of which Julian had been sent

by Morrtague Keen (who chaired the meet-

ing), so that Julian could see why a great

mary people were not a1 all convinced by his

c'laim.

It struck me as strange that Julian had not

meanwhile attempted to find explanatiotls

for the considerable inconsistences between

his account and the published surveys and

measurements of both Peter Chapman and

Michael Glickman. A fine drawing had been

prepared after the event of the construction

rnethod he claimed to have used (he said he

had thrown away his original sketch) - but

the problem with this rn'as that it did not

allolv for the asymmetry in the central disc'

the overall shape and, more ntarkedly, in the

'petals'. (Computer analysis - of overhead

photographs - has since shown that the pet-

als rvere unlikely to have been fomred as

methodicallS, as he described).

Julian took us clearly through his usual

construction methods (using a central - bro-
Len - tripod not po1e, a cloth tape-measure

held close to his chest, and a metre-wide
stomping stick to lay the crop after rnaking

guiding 'foot-rings' the width of his train-
ers. Paint-tin lids were used to mark e.g
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points of departure for the petals). He said

the night in question .w'as overcast- but that

his night sight was good.

But his answers to detailed questions on the

mathematics and some of the practicalities

involved were far from equallv clear. -l can't

remember', 'I don't knou". 'It must har-e

been'. . and natters u'ere complicated br'

his being often PromPted br George

Wingfield who, like Beth Davrs. slronglr

supported Julian. When Julian contused di-

ameter and radius when asked ho* he cre-

ated a circle of just the necessan cit.-.-umicr-

ence, for instatrce, (he'used Pi'. on a calcu-

lator) George promptly corrected hinl { slrr

of the tongue, maybe - but it tums ou: that

Phi, the Golden Ratio number. rs aisc intirL-

sic to the geometry of the formation- anc he

had never heard of this. (It is indetd ;'er-

fectly possible to construct a Golden Ratrc

without knorving the necessan' ternlrnolosr .

- but only if the prbrciple is under:tccJ f)r:e

way is by use of the vesica ptv:es - =e 'Tirr

Lyons' article) Anyrl'a,v, a vefl. \en e\;.i
following of a drau'n-up plan u ould be nec-

essary in a cropfield in the dark. or er : iug.-
area. I felt that this $'as some\\hat Lr1 er-

looked. To drat out the design on fslt: r:

clearly nol lhe same thing at ,z// ll :...-
involves extra construction [nes oi *rlrci
there were no sign in the field. If he arr,i e:
at the appropriate ratios of nngs. dtse ,::
petals withoul any theoretical knotie;ie
(try it!) this would have been an e\tra.r:r-
nary coincidence. Julian also rolunleere:-
before anyone asked, the inlbrmatto:-i ih.t .
'luc$'' accident' (thistles snagging his r.;e
rnade the outermost ring big enough :.'

accomodate the petals u.ithout their lir.
projecting into the standing crop (for br :nei
he had found out that his origrnal consirui-

tion method, as described. rvould hare lec i,:

too small a ring).

Montague Keen, clearly convinced rn ei-
vance of Juliarr's 'innocence' (or gurlt. de-

pending on horx you regard the actirrtres .ri
a hoaxer) rarely challenged Juiian-s rasu.-

answers from the chair and there uas >t'me

concern that technical and detarled ertdence

presented by others often passed unerpioreJ
(Undamaged, bent thislles nere 'stamprd

down hard'. . . etc). Drauings bv Anthonr

Cheke and photographs bv Michael GIici'man

both shou,ed that parts of the star emergeJ

from below the 'previouslv constructed'

rings. Everyone still agrees that this piece of
evidence rn'as puzzling- but it quickll 1tll
into a black hole.

Blurred photographs
Montague had arrarrged to have Julian's
prime 'evidence', parts of tt'o photographs.

recently produced, enlarged- These puryort-

edly showed, from across two fie1ds and the

wide main road, a before-and-after effect.

(These were different from the ones George

had been sent in earlier in the autumn br

Michael Inns, which were even more

blurred). In my view, though opinions on

this u,ere divided, since the lirst shot was

taken from a noticeably lower angle than the

second, the apparent absence ofthe 'star' in
the earlier could be accounted for by the

masking ellect of the crop. Both were very

indistinct, being enormously bloun up, and

rt *as impossible to see in either u'hat shape

actuallr'lrds on the ground.

The camera has lost its inno+ence
To muddr the rvater still further, it has since
'reen conclusivelv demonstrated that thanks

1. ccmputer technology. one can't noll'trust
-\en:leqeli\e film to tell the truthl In less

ihal a couple oiminutes. Paul Vigay showed

us ,:r ttLrther meeting ho\r'. on his computer
s.:ie...3 Barfrun Castle photograph, for
::..:?.-... can t e used to create the original
rl.rll;ircr liort scratch. br copl-ing bits of
i-:e: ari masktns the orlginal. Aln'one *ith
i..e:s i. cnmputer graphics (even I!), of
.i-r:>e- .an do this or-.screerr. What t had not

ie:ir.ed trll then uas thal it is no problem at

:ll :,: c..rreri the series of images so fonned
r., : .lirl oi ordinary negative film. via

.per:.l equrpment. and that such a sen'ice

c::. L'e :rransed bv a specialist firm for a feu'
:,t r:tJ s

\ot alone?

.::,:.:ghout. Julian's manner was flat,
ql.::,:'.r. Jrstent and monosyllabic, though
he t:. treated uith courtesy and indeed

,:leii-lr-.-ss lIe shorved a strange lack of
e:'!il:;r:rn lbr the formation. and put mini-
ri'lur -1irg\ into supporting his claim, not

:ae:Tltng t!1 csre \en much rvhether he was

3l1grc-,1 ai irLri He drsmissed all references

i. :t: b€aLt\ uith a shrug. saling he pre-

tirei tl--e lc:r-nation he made at Cranford
'* nrch is n o (onryleteh dffirent sg,le.The

lr.,r common lactor is that it features a five-
pornted star. uhereas Bythorn has the reso'

nance of a mandala - compare the illustra-
tron of a real vanlra, p 9). At the time I
assumed that *ith at least lrvo people present

rand one his hostess), totally committed to

hi-q being the 'hoaxer', he would have found

it psvchologically very difficult indeed, even

rf he u anted to, to back out of his claim. But
at one point in the interview. he let slip the

pronoun 'te', and appeared confused when

this rvas queried. If not he alone, but a small

team (e.g. the one responsible for the 1991

Woodford Rings?) made the fomration (and

channelled a yantra), I would find it easier to

accept the incompatability of both his man-

ner and evidence with the final result. It
would explain both the feeling that he w.as

keeping something back, and his preference

for his 'own' work, let alone the sheer

amount of work involved. Anthony Cheke

has irointed out that the irregularities in the

The Circular lrolume I Number I



coos{ructioa of tte petals are compatible
ri& ser-Eral pmple norkiry at once.

Incoaclushe?
Thc stole erperience nas depressing and
birmre: it sas odd to be aware that of those

FfEar cra\-J.rlim, kn*x'tfoe truth! Emotion
.&e&d fte group's attitude to evidence so

rrqb tbar *-hr a stoaw vote was taken
roraCs tbe erht of the meeting, (three peo-

dE rard @ belier-ed Julian, and three said

e*1 di, not)- I ras one ofthe four abstain-
crr It rs rlc{ ool}' very, very dillicult to vote
to tr:cnor's face (Julian was across the
tat{E IrBm rre) thaf y'ou believe him a liar,
Lr.E i u.s l-eeling so dissatisfied with the
rbr-b -t-up b1" then &at a detached view-
pmi *as be1'oad me. However, since then,
Isoting over my notes and checking my

I find Julian's behaviour, as

neII rs the factual evidence, consistent with
iEs heine backed into a corner in some way,
ad *i& his ror telling the truth (or the
rbole truth), especially as we have since
bsoed to miskust even our old friend the
camera, I find it easier to believe that a

hoa-xer is nat telling the truth than that
prutical country folk, and an unconnected
prrmo rith no axe to grind, are lying. The
rollourng testimonies suggest that this was
rndeed lhe ease.

Tbrce signed statements have been re-
crhr4 confirming that the Bghorn for-
ntion was on the grouud, complete, be-
forr JEIian went out on the Saturday
right:

To present these seems to me something in
the nature of overkill, but here they are:-

-Oo Saturday morning 3rd September 1993
I and t*a of my farm workers went into the
sleat fleld and saw a crop circle which we
enterd aad saw was complete with rings
pehls and star".
T.J. Niehols ffarmer, Byihontf

''On the moming of September 3rd 1993, I
sttrt to the com circle in the held of wheat,
ntich is exactly the same as in the photo."
A"J. Gambrell A.J. Ray ftwo afMr Nichals
farm*orkers)

'On Saturday morning of the 3rd September
1993 whilst in the process of doing my job
feeding the gamebirds on the land, I saw and
upon investigation came across a corn circle,
complete with rings, petals and star."
AIaa Ducawle lgamekeeper]

Additionally, an early visitor to the forma-
tion (Patricia Kierman), long before there
vras afiy question af it being hoa*d, ar
indeed before the 'crop circle community'
knew of it at all, reports that the farmer said,
r*'hen he met her in tle crop circle:
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'I went to bed Friday night, looked out of my
bedroom window Saturday morning and there
it was, it was on a full moon as well'. ffhe
maon actually becamefall in the small hours
of Sept. lst, but it would still look more or
less round on the 3rd. By the 4th and Sth,

however, it would be clearly a three-qaar-
ters waning moanl.

BY POPULAR DEMAND:- trROM NOW ON
THE POLICY OF TWT, CIRCUIAN WILL BE
TO GIVE NO CREDIT TO HOAX CL{MS
UNLESS SUPPORTED PROMPTLY WITH
CLEAR EYIDf,NCE!- e.g.

a) exact location and design pre-posted to
the Editor.

b) an unmistakeable photograph of +he half-
made as well as the completed formation
with yourself in it- (The susceptibility of
photographs to computet manipulation will
be borne in mind,).

Consistently bent, not broken, stems and
undamaged flowers are still at a premium.

Anyway, if the farmer's permission has
not also been sought - you can forget it!

(I will also be publishing fewer 'anti-hoax-
ing' letters and articles. I feel we have
beaten this drum enough now. . , and the real
purpose of the Circular is io share facts
about the circles themselves).

TEN.PETAL YANTRA
This ancient yantra from Rajistan has been

unearthed by Anthony Cheke. He says:

Indian ritual/magical diagrams are largely
based on triangles (often forming 6 & 9
pointed devices) and squares (4, 8, 12) but
not 5's. The penhcle is very rare ir Indian
symbolisrn (surprisingly perhaps) and I have
only been able to locate this single tpe (the

Shyam-Kali yantra, as here), of which I have
seen several versions. Shyam is a 'facet' of
Shiva, but that doesn't make it 'his' star - [see
Lucy Pringle on lhe Bythwn pattern in Dec.
Circwlarl and Kali is of course a goddess,

Sacrcd desips using other petal
numbers, connected with the seven

chakras
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Magnetometer hotline?
The suggested hotline eould be coupled to

anyone who is doing magnotometer research

in the fields rather than necessarily indicat-

ing the need for what is perhaps an expen-

sive rental for CCCS. I{ on the other hand,

some folks really want to give the hoaxffs a

black eye they can check out the possibilities

of doing a project of a larger nature, exam-

ining the entire area of a crop circle field
before and after circles are formed, and of
course a baseline from somewhere away

from the crop circles for comparison' The

use of various forms of magnetic research;

compass, coils, magnetometers in the sfudy

and verification of real crop circles looks

potentially capable of putting the hoaxers in
a dumpster.

I realise that covering the area of a crop

circle with a grid of magnetometer measure-

ments is not an easy task by any means, but

the efforts ittvested here have a very high

possibility of bearing real fruit both for
personal and for scientific argument. I very

sincerely applaud the persons who have

made these measurements. They have,

through patience, diligence and sheer grit
provided the kind ofdata which can ram crop

cirrles through the rather bufhessed walls of
scientific dogma. I again suggest that every-

one who goes into the circle fields should

carry at least a small compass, aad when any

detectabls deviation occurs, make that known

throughout the CCCS coverage area the fust
moment it is found.

Measure variations Year-round
Soionce is based in part on the buffering
effect of many different readings of an oc-

currence, and on the finding of as many

separate occurrences as san be managed.

We need to find all the possible locatioas of
these unusual magnetic activities and to
study each in as fine a dstail as possible'

These measurements should also be made

during pa*s of the year wheir circles are not

forming, to see if the magnetic characteris-

tics change during the year or are fixed. In
the case of the compass deviation it appears

the efftct may havo faded all-be-it over a

months passage. This may indicate that the

circle fields are experiencing a slow pulsa-

tion in the magnetic realm.

Invisible rrcahns

There are still further invisible realms which

continue to indicate that more detailed re-

search will reward the efforts of dedicated

researchers. Over time I've received indica-

tions that an arnazing portion of the elecko-

magnetic spectrum is occupied in various

ways and at various times by effects which
seem specifically related to crop circles ac-

tivities. If we coosider the apparently steady

distortions shown by the project Argus and

Cbculu articles as a kind of D.C. @irect

Curront) basement effect in the electromag-

netic spectrum we find that the next batch cf
effects is just up from there in what we

pereeive as ths audio, or hearing sp€ckum.

Using geomagnetic coils also appears to
pick up many very localised effects in cir-
cles, and evocatively in the ancient monu-
ments, mounds, hill forts and other mysteri-

ous locations in Britain such as the step

pyramid of Silbury Hill.

Windmill Hill, Barbury Castle and Avebury
also indicate that a thorough study of
geomagnetie elfects in the acoustic ranges

should provide a very curious map of these

prehistoric locations, and I suspect that a

careful look at the area of Warminster might
provide most unusual results indeed. In that

case I'm projecting on the fact that from
what I've heard from tapes of the geomag,

ground probes and electrostatis fields of
both circles and mystic sites the more his-

torically 'bizarre' an aroa is the more unusu-

ally active it seems to be in these electroni-

cally detectable regions. Therefore an area

like Warminster, known for being flat-out

spooky could prcve peculiar indeed.

I would suggcst that anyone wishing to in-
vestigate these realms should try and ar-

ranga a viewing of several videotapes on

these subjects which I have deposited with
CCCS central . {fhese are cutently being

copied to a UKVCR system - BDJ. Thetein
are many examples of just what ycu are

looking for. While there have been many

books and much sawdust writton about the
mystic history of Britain I can think of no

greater need than for an organised effort to
prepare a mapping of British and other sites

in the magnetic, ground-probe and electro-

static realms. This could provide the local

equivalents of the false-colour Lansat aerial

shots which prove so valuable in researching

of mineral resources. Map overlays of these

invisible but nonetheless real realms should

provide startling results which could also

bolster the arguments of those wishing to

reveal the role of enorgy lines in Earth
surface proc.esses.

Odd radio effects
Farther up the electromagnetic speclrum

I've heard indications of radio blanking in
the MlIz and ?0 MI{z regions during sphere

activity, and possible emanation of
radiowaves by spheres between 413 and 500

MHz. In the cellular telephone rogion of 800

to 900 MHz we find blanking which might

be started by tuming on a cell-phone trans-

mitter, the circle related radio effects seem

to be responsive to local transmissions as

well as somehow blanking them. Micro'
wave detectors were triggered during the

summer of '94, so the efforts associated with
circle areas appear to extend into the

GigaHertz range, or billions of cycles per
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Unhoaxable anomalies

lt seems to me that with the publication of
the project Argus, the arguments for crop

circles all being created by hoaxers was

soundly, if quietly, laid to rest. The publica-

tion of more data in the CCCS Circ*lar @ec
1993 'Magnetic Surveys of Crop Circles in

South England') reiterates this fact and shows

one route to destruction ofthe entire hoaxing

myth. Both these publications show the cor-

relation between crop circle patterns in fields

and the shape of associated magnetic 'anoma-

lies' which sometimes mimic the crop circle

shape almost perfectlY.

There is no way within the confines of
modern scienee that circle hoaxers could

leave not only patterns in the crops but also

patterns in the local magnetic flux. This
could not be done by daylight under control-

led conditions, 1et alone undetected at night.

Additionally these pattems reveal that there

may be something larger to the making of
crop circles than local effects, something

which may be telling us very unusual things

about our Earth and the still mysterious

processes by which a planetary surface is

created.

'ihe magnetism of ancient sites

It should also be remembered that in the

history ofour race there is little record ofthe
use of portable flux gate magnetometers to

check out the activities of roligious or para-

psychological sites. Until these measure-

ments wete made the relationship between

crop circle and the invisible world of mag-

netic flux remained unknown, Now one can

check out this amazing cnrrelation with the

flick ofan eye and to ignore the overlap is to

admit the need for a new pair of spottacles.

At the samo time there was at least one more

carefully observed case of compass deviation

in the centre of a circle. This one persisted for

more than a month, and if the magnetomoter

researchers could have done some measur€-

msnts of this single instance eveo more pecu-

liar and unusual indications might have been

found. Perhaps in the coming zummer of '94 a
magnometer Hotline could be found which

might bring some sophisticated gear into any

specific location \ir'here compass deviations

are first detected. Compared to the delicate

measurements made in the circles indicated in
the articles an area which can 'bend' a com-

pass reading should show up in approximately

the same way as would running a &eight train

over the gear. Rather conclusively.
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$md- That means tttt whatever the source

of tter odd rdb effb* it is capable of
cowing aperwimaiely the sntire range of
d€ckmcpdk Eeqrrncies ussd by mod-
em rnn and *tman-

Ttc rrcl bin of hiery
AI di< pdnt ulc can say with some confi-
dclcc trtd &e routes into the crop cirole
& ere @innirg to open and that pa-

*rF ed cffrt *ill be rewarded. I realise
fi..c tqilrh*s are not sO easy, and in fact
gircn dnstie weather conditions can be
rli"dEd tw impossible, but we are enter-

.t GoEdddy nerv arqrs and the results of
ticr snmrys see,rn the most likely to allow
r md ad sebntific probing of the ancient
Ergcf,ics of Britain. The coming year's
rr*rcbers are capable of moving the hoax-

as iao fu trash bin of history. Let's hope
rtris, effest ean be achieved.

fln a lual workshop, Kobus Nieuwmeiier
it*o conductcd the above-mentioned re-
s,rlrr:rchi erylained that ancient hut circles
cs dto* up as magnetic anomalies, due to
*e lory-term fficts of being used as hearth
sr'las.

h, sore c*cles, also, compass aberrations
ftgnlarly accur. The arnqt lcnows this: - I
drce rre, a group of recruits on a map-
rcading exercise in the middle af one on

Dogaoor, trying to make sense of their
readings! In pcrts of the Welsh Prescelli
soszt*ins, and also in a htown amateur
*osed circle in Comwall (as well as in the
'real thing'), I have seen compass swings of
20 and more degrees. In the latter case, why
rae the hoaxers drawn to that pafiicalnr
@? (It was in an area where there had
fuenmining and tradingfor rnatty centuries,

n dte presence of iron ore would not be

wrpising.) - BDJ

tion. All samples were labelled A, B, or C

and I alone knew which letter referred to
which sample. They were dated and labelled

with the formation name"

Guy used the same method as before (see

Electronics with Paul Vigay & Kirlian Pho-

tography with Guy Mason. The Circular
Vol:4. No 1. June 1993) with some impor-
tant differenees. He used six samples, real-

ising that it was important to use as many
samples as could be convenienfly accommo-

dated on to a photographic plate, allowing
sufficient space between eaeh. Therefore,

these were always arranged Al,B1, 42,B.2,
etc, for two sets of samples from a given

formation, or Al, B 1, Cl, M, B,2, C2, ek tf
there were three.

The other main differense w€]s th*t Guy
decided not to test the stalks brrt the ears, the

reason being that
a) by using the upper part ofthe plaat which
was vsry exposed to the wind and the sun

thore would be less chance of any problems

with mould growth,
b) the seeds within the ear are potentially

alive.

He took photographs of samples from five
formations: West of Gypsy Lane, near
(Cheesefoot Head) Etchilhampton,
Wanborough @ye), Wanborough (Ring) aad

Shaw Farm, Lockeridge and whereas the

results were certainly consistent with what
we had found last year it seerns safe to say

there does not appear to be any dramatic

difference between the samples, except for
those taken from Etchilhampton, where the
Kirlian image is consistenfly stronger ia the
B samples. The B samples were taker from
outside the formation.

There was no mould growth present on the
$amples tested this year, maytre due to the

fact that they were placed in a dry bucket for
some days in order that they should all
achieve a similar moisture content whieh
would depend mainly upon the relative hu-
midity in the air, to achieve some degree of
stability and conformity, whereas last sam-

mer's samples had been kept io water.

Where do we go from here? The dilliculty at

the moment is that we are dealing with
difforent shaped ears: no two are the same

shape and consequently this may lead to
inconsistencies in the result. Also, in the
Wanborough formation, for example, we see

curvature of the stems whioh might aflect
the result. One possible way forward might
bo to tests the seeds only, taking a sample of
perhaps ten seeds from each ear rather than
the ear itself and then sither count them out
or weigh them so that equal amounts could
be tested. This would make for more consist-

ency and might give more measurable dif-
ferences. This is always assuming that any

meaningful results can be obtained from the
Kirlian method. This has not been convinc-
ingly dernonstrated so far. This is something
one has to acc€pt. We are very conscious of
the many varialrles and inconsisteflces which
will always be present.

Many thanks to Guy for once again giving up

his precious time and space to the crop circle
samples. If any measurable and repeatable

results are ever established, his trail-blazing
work will have been of great value in this
field of research.

tgrftr93

KIRLIAN PHOTMRAPHY SAMPLES 1993

lefier: sample label; number : Kirlian strength
Control Formation

Gypsy I-ane (A)3 (B)3
Etctoilharrpton (B)4 (A)2
Wanbr'glt (B)4 (A)5
waabr'gh (Eye) (C)2 (B)2 *(A)3

*znd control (stmding crop in fomation)

Shaw Farm (B)0 (A)0
(not shown)

The energt ofaleaf: image captured by aura-
photography (a process similar to Kirlian).

Photo: Wallace Binns

Guy Mason kindly agreed to continue with
llrs ressarch we had started last year nobly
contending again with armfills of grain sam-
ples from the Iields, turning his house into a
graoary.

I collected the samples as I had done last
year, from different areas in the formations
aad 'oontrol' samples from outside. There
was no wind damage in any of flre fields so

lhe one instance when ws have A1, Bl, Cl"
A2,B.2, C2, was from the Wanborough
'Eye' where samples were taken from the
crwent cf standing crop inside the forma-
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enc€s oftefl acquired intemally, and outside
time and space. They tend to refer to their
own experiences, through their inter-
relatedness with the universe, while scien-
tists trehave as observers, and rely on sen-

sory information from 'extemal' events. The
mystic makes statements which have mean-

ing for him, but from a scientist's viewpoint
lack good foundation. So 'mystical models'
of the nature of the universe are sometimes

flafly rejected by the scientist, as they may
not be verifiable directly in scientihc terms.

I suspect it is unusual to operate in both ways

at once, though some people can oscillate
from one to the other. So, because basic

differences in habitual approaches may caus€

personal friction and pointless argument,
we should be fully aware of our own favour-
ite approach.

The bridge
Arr aid to healing the rifts can be to conside.r the
paranormal, (telepathy, poltergeists. etc) r,r:'here

the'impossible' can and does occur. There are

well-documented events where either of the

two approaches may be used in trying to under-
stand the phenomena. Metaphysics implies
all<rnbracing acceptance of these, but norra-
days scientists also are allowing themselves

freedom to study them. Gurus have been 'moni-
tored'; physicists ofrepute have written on the

similarities of the 'New Physics' io mystical

ideas (refi); enlightened scientists are rvori<ing

on remote viewing and telepathy (ref. n) and,

though there is still criticism from the en-
trenched 'old gu,ard' of traditional scisnce. for
at least twenf years evidence has snowtalied
in public, that our universe is not that of a

'Nervtonian' scientist. not a universe of iso-

lated billiard balls rnoving, but more that of a
'looking glass universe', where the experi-
menter is part of the expriment (ref. in)l Thus,
a new scientific paradigm is forming. The
bridge is at last beginning to be used, the
paranormal is on it already, with a valuable
contribution to scientific activi6;. The Unicorn
and the Robot are beginning communication.

In his book, 'Mind over Matter', (1981)

Dr. Kit Pedlar, whose work on 'Doomwatch-
and 'Dr. Who' is not forgofien, quotes D.
Elizabeth Raushcer, a reearcher into rerno{e

viewing in the USA, who remarks on the

connection between some aspects of estaL
lished physics and the paranormal:

"I personally think that [the paranormal] is

something that will give us a handle on reall-v

understanding our interconnectedness with
other people and with other flrings in the
universe. I am talking about philosophy now
and not physios".
Cmp circles a meeting-point?
The bulk ofparanonnal research is in the USA
and Russiq perhaps highlighting lack of inter-
est in the U.K, though I do have a few books b1

British scientists, which were based on labor*-
tory experiments (ref,iv). Could this be why the

crop circles are so evident in Britain: - to wake
us up to the study of the paranormal?

From the 'famous' crop circle books, I ex-
p€cted to find answers by using evidence from
t}te authors' researches, but the results are

rarely written up in a manner which interests

scientists. Relerences to undetectable 'un-
known forces'; 'static electricity' and flattened
porcupines are cofilmon in the writings, while
mystical rriters are mncemed more with 'chan-
nelling' and the meanings of the crop circle
architecture, something I have yet to explore

fully'. Not surprisingly, given the nature of the

avents, suggestions as to the causes of crop
circles are mostly con{licting or vague. The
circles arc not a new phenomenon, but we still

do not have a good way ofhandling the resufts

when gathered 'by consciousness'. In a scien-

tific seirse, we are not yet past the starting gate.

A new way of looking. . ,

So we are at an evolutionary stage which
could require close attention to the nature of
our own consciousness. Paranormal events.
including crop circles, seem to vector in on
the qualiry ofour consciousness, giving us a
glimpse of the inner workings of our uni-
verse. Let us consider the other ways we
might actually understand, rather than ei-
ther the'traditional scientific' or'mystical'

A lifefime of measuring
Last summer, Paul assisted the 'Relate'
project at Altott Barnes, linking with it his
own 'Motse' project, run from a van
equipp ed wilh eleclroma gnetic sumeillanee
equipment and a multichannel recorder. He
did record two unexplained effects, one of
them c,n 20th July (see data list in last
Circular) - time now co*ected to 12.02 -
but, commenting generally on the crop cir-
cle research scene, he says that more raw
data fpicked up by electronic equipmentJ
are needed before theories are promoted
about crop circle formafion which assume
"large amounts of localised energl . . ."

He says:-

"The whole field is a mystery, still. My idea

is to go out and sit in my van until something

happens, and measure it. This method will
probably take at least a lifetime, but I feel it
is the only way forward towards gaining data

acceptable to the scientihc community" Theo-
ries are mostly only theories, after a11."

Paul also drews attention to the difference
in communication methods (not jttst out-
look) between 'scientists' and lay people: a

technical report af about 90 pages, stch cs
the official one on his project, would not be

of interest or eyen comprehensible to tlze

sverage 'Cirealan' reader, he feels, since it
is mostly descriptive of methods and equip-
ment, and, even d the results he obtained
were 'mega'instead of meagre, the write-up
would be essential$t the same'.

But, he adds:

Actually, I am not a 'scientific robot': my
leanings are towards being a mystic. At the
present time I am holding myself to the
scientific paradigm because that is a good
research method, but of course when one is
that precise one tends to get few results. The
effort is the relevant thing: I'm trying to get
raw 'data'.

Communication problems
For many centuries mystical teachings and
experienees have been ignored by westem
scientists, as being irrelevant to their disci-
plines. The traditional scientist usss the
'Newtonian' model of reality, and mostly
experiments with mass, length and time.
Mystics have more freedom, as their under-
standing of reality is drawn from experi-
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Dual surveillance of East Field: Project Relate AndMilitary Helicopfer.Photo P. Hailey
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ryproach. for we knov that operating as an

observer has limitati<ms, if,the event and the
perceitw m od s€pafite, and ur the other
h""d. te kno*t@e *quired from an indi-
riAd ryr*ical erryeriace is and not always
aeessit*e erto to others using the same
p.th,

-. - i grqpc
If &e dods ae poving inadequate, we have
b F&e m€s tlat give results. I believe that
b*r rneo*ftng can come through tho use

dgrury diyities within crop circles. This is
G BE!' fm a clear emergence of a 'consen-
ss'. Tb migin of the intermittent effects on
hrrflrrrs wi$ be easier to determine from a
mrntrr a,f irdividual experiorces of the same

ctrditions, in the same location. This was the
poteble ralay that 'natural scientists' worked,
bdre'observer science' parted company from
ffldiel approaches. Were the ancient mega-

lithio sites built originally because of their
prcximity to axeas where 'paranormal' events

aheady tmk place? I prcsume there was no
'ofuserver science' in those times, only a wish
to understand and perhaps 'grok' what was
oeurring. We can 'grok' again, but this time
rre can back our exporiences up by using
scientific methodology in a positive way, to
orrder and comparc the experiential resulb.

I would like to finish with an exlract from a
book by Tom Graves (vi) conceming mega-

lithic sites, but applicable to crop circles:

"It is magic, in every sense, that our civilisation
has los! buried by the inadequacies ofigno'rant
scienc€ and arrogant religion. And it is magic,
in every sense, that our civilisation needs, if it
is to regain its sanity, its joy, its reason for
being. An awareness of the magic of the earth

has much to offer us in this respec! as we have
seen, that magrcal world view is of more valire
than those of scifle€ or religion when dealing
with the whole of the reality of nature. Pagan-

ism can teach us a great deal about that magic,
but we need to use it with carg civilisation has

its Ilaws, but I've no wish to see a retum to a
civifisation run by halicrazed witch doctors
instead of half-crazed politicians. We need to
go beyond civilisation, beyond paganism, to
something that eombines the intellect of civi-
lisation with the joy and magic of paganism.

We need. in effect, to regain our collective
wisdom as well as our collective sanif."

Refs:
(D David Bohm: Wholeness andthe lnplicate Orda;
@outledge and Kegan PauJ, 1980)
FritjoffCapra: TheTao ofPhysics; (Wildwood House,
rvTs)
(ii) Targ and Putl'rotr Min&reaclq (Jonathan Cape,
rv77)

SlJ. P. Briggs & F. D. Pat: l,ooking Glass Universe;
(Fo{saoa 1984)
(w) J. Hasted: The Metal-Benders; (Routledge &
KqanPaul 1981)
(v) Prcf JohnTaylor: Superminds; (Macmillan 1975)
(vt)Too Graves: Needles of Stone; (Tumstone
r978)
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Sleepinducin g mandalas?
I decided to get in touch with Peter Staples

and Isobel Maxwell{ade afler noticing that
people were falling asleep in lectures when
ceriain crop formation patterns ap1:eared on
the screen. @eing fairly new to and nervous
about lecturing, this had alarmed me when it
first started happening. Then, during the
Iunch break after a moming talk at Shere

sevoral people came up to me and said how
annoyed they had been at falling asleep "at
the most exciting part when you were show-
ing the complicated designs". One young
woman was in great distrsss. "I have never
ever been to sleep in the morning before, but
try as I mightl simply could not keep my eyes

open. I am fascinated by the subject. I don't
understand how it could have happened."

It suddenly dawned on me what was happen-
ing:- many of the more complicated forma-
tions are shaped like mandalas. Originally
used for the purpose of inducing a medita-

tive state, tlsse are not random structuros.
Clearly this was the effe.t being achieved! I
reassured the sufferers that thsir subcon-
scious would have registered all that I had
said and in many cases was probably more
able to accept and digest it than their con-
scious mind. Other people cams up and

discussed aspects of my talk and thcse who
had supposedly been asleep at that time
were all able to recall perfectly the areas

under debate!

Many people also experience an 'altered
state of consciousness' when in a crop
formation; this reality seeming quite nor-
ma1 until they suddenly snap back into
their 'everyday' awareness, rather as in a
dream state which also seems quite nor-
mal at the time. Ralph Noyes describes his
experience in tho first triangle formation
to appear in 1990 at Beckhampton. "I
found my self addictively gripped by the
'Triangle'. I felt 'enchanted' or
'englamoured' in a manner which seems

to resemble the experiencos reported from
folklore in which mortal man makes the
mistake of engaging with the faery folkl
The experienc€ was, on the whole disftlrb-
ing. I didn't like the 'addictive' feel".

I personally have experienced severe loss
of time in crop formations, in exoess of an
hour on occasions.
I decided it was time to do something about

these reports and got in touch with Peter and
Isobel who agreed to conduct the followng
experiment with three guinea pigs of my
choosing, about whom they would know
nothing until after the experiment.

Peter Staplesr report
'A few weeks ago, I received a telephone
call from Lucy Pringle asking if it would be
possible to measure the changes which peo-
ple experienced from being in a crop circle
using our biofeedback instruments. Lucy
knew that some people appeared to benefit
from being in the circles and there is a
distinct 'feel' to some circles which is not
there in the surrounding field.

Isobel Maxwell-Cade afld I teach
biofeedback, whish is an awarelless training
using biofeedback insfor.rments to measure
the changes in the body which accompany
differont emotional and cognitive states. A
session was arranged for 25 .Tuly 1993.

We realised of course, that the conclusions
of any simple experiment measuring peo-
ples' responses in crop circles would at best
be 'demonstrative' rather than 'proof in
strict scientific tenns, since the latter wculd
involve many hours of measurement with
strict control of conditions, using different
people and different crop circles and the
like. I suggested to Lucy that she get three
subjects and we would measure them at her
home first to get a 'typical' reference for
each and meffrure them again in the crop
circle.

Measure.menh and what they can show
The use of the biofeedbaek instruments was
pioneered by C. Maxwell-Cade (Isobel's
husband who died eight years ago) and is

described in his book "The Awakened Mnd".
Max and Isobel spent many hours observing
subjects and recording their readings, in-
cluding some of the renowned healers of the
day and EastErn Yogis, with the aim of
getting an understanding of the corrslation
between the measurements and psycho-
physical states and responses which are tre-

hind the readings.

ESR and EEG
We used three measurements, Electrical Skin
Resistance, or E.S.R., peripheral tempera-
ture and electrical brain rhythms, measured
on a portable E.E.G. with a recorder.

Electrical Skin Resistance is measured from
the palm and corresponds to the level of
activity of the Autonomic Nervous System.
The E.S.R meter mcves to the right with
increasing arousal (sympathetic response)
and to the left with relaxation
(parasympathetic response). They are of
course calibrated readings, so we can take
absolute values.
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Peripheral temperature is measured from a

finger tip and changes with circulation to the

extremity. Hands warming, indicates re-

laxation with attentiveness. Hands cooling

indicates either tension or a shift towards a

drowsy relaxation or sleep. The air ternpera-

ture will also aflect the hands, but by good

fortune we chose a fairly warm, sunny day.

Our E.E.G. (Elecho encephalogram) is the

Mind Mrror, which takes the signal from
both sides of the cortex and shows the level

ofactivity on each side across fourteen sam-

ple frequencies, ranging from three-quarters

of a cycle per second to thirty-eight cycles

per seeond. So what you see on the display is

a moving pattern of the spectrum on the two

sides of the brain which shows how much of
the higher, middle or lower frequencies, are

appearing at that moment in time, which are

recorded and perused later.

Mind-mirror
This spectrum has four sections known as

beta, alpha, theta and delta, where beta has

the highest frequencies and delta the lowest.

The combination of the fcur types of activity

distinguishes different states of awareness-

The top part of the spectrum corresponds to

activity which is fairly accessible to 'reflec-

tive' consciousness- that is, you can know
you are doing it - and the lower part of the

spectrum corresponds to activity which is

generally below the level of reflective con-

sciousness. For example; thinking in words

and concepts as if you are explaining them,

will produce beta. Peripheral awareness will
produce alpha, drearn imagery theta and

'preconscious' searching such as dowsing or

searching your memory will produce delta.

One critsrion for'higher' or more integrated

states of conseiousness is the simultaneous

appcarance of beta, alpha and theta activity,

termed 'state 5' by Max Cade.

Location
This was at the crop circle known as Sompting

No1 Sussex (a Celtic Cross). The field was

on a slopewhich gave a good view ofthe sea.

There was a second formation in a neigh-

bouring field, Sompting No 2, but there was

suspicion that the latter had been altered by

people trampling on it.

Our subjects were Paul Vigay, Margaret

Randall and June Yates. After taking measuro-

ments at Lucy's house, we set up the equip-

ment in the Celtic Cross formation, at points

where the subjects were mos't comfortable. All
measurements were taken with subjects sit-

ting on chairs.

Findings: slower brain rhythms
Generally they all tended to produce mole of
the slower b,rain rhl.thms and less of the faster

bmin rhythms when in the crop circles. This

can bo interpreted as calming down and
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becoming more at ease, with the mind shift-

ing from attention more towards subcon-

scious activity. June showed very balanced

'state 5' patterns after a few minutes in the

circle, and commented she was very at ease

simply sitting there and gazing out to sea.

(She is a keen dinghY sailor!)

It is quite diflicult to quantify the changes in

brain pattern and you must realise that when

you look at the Mnd Mirror pattems, the

patterns are changing all the time and it is

not simply one you may need, you are look-

ing at the movement of twenty eight differ-
ent readings. So what we were doing rvas

recording a session and then having a look

and getting a general idea of rl'hat was

showing and playing the next session and

seeing how the two compare. The rsductions

we are talking about, say 40% on a reading

of ten down to six in the higher frequencies,

the beta and an equivalent increase in the

slower frequencies, the theta. It is nct as

easy to make the comparisons as rvith a

simple linear reading.

Margaret had been very tense in the neck

and shoulders at Lucy's house which made it
difficult to take the E.E.G. readings, be-

cause the milograph signals coming from the

muscles at the neck and head were flooding

the signal from the brain, which is attenu-

ated as it comes through the skull.

We did not seethis happening when we were

in the crop circle. Margaret switched to a

deep psychophysical trance state, by that I
do not mean not a hypnotist 'lost to the

world' trance: she was still aware of what

was going on around but her body had obvi-

ously switched to a much calmer relaxed

mode and this relaxation was very visible in

her posfure and the muscles in her upper

back and neck- Her E.S.R. showed an enor-

mous reduction activity of the nervous sys-

tem, so switching from about one hundred

kilohrns to about 800 kilohms in the crop

circle. The value in kilohms goes up as the

activity in the nervous system goes down.

Both Paul and June showed reduced nervous

activity. At Lucy's, Paul's reading was sixty

five kilohms and in the crop circle his read-

ing was one hundred and sixty five kilohms,

a change of between two and three times.

June was reading about one hundred and

eighty kilohms at Lucy's and about four
hundred kilohms when we were in the crop

circles. Margaret, when first measured at

Lucy's, was reading about one hundred

kilohms and it swuag to about eight hundred

kilohms in the crop circle - an 8-fold change'

To put these numbers into context, lets say

a typical normal relaxed E.S.R. would be in
the one to two kilohms range, two hundred

kilohms to three hundred kilohms the sub-
ject would be nicely relaxed; if it is reading

a lot higher than that the question really is
is it a relaxed, aware and responsive state or

is it switched off and lethargic? With
Margaret it would seem to have been indi-

cating the latter and it was quite difftcult to
get the needle on the dial to move up. June

found it quite easy to move the needle-

which showed her awareness and ability to

respond.

I had the impression that all three of our

subjects as the day went on (we were over

two hours in the crop circles) were getting

more relaxed and at ease and that was appa.-

ent in the physiology, ttre tone of voice etc

and not simply what was showing on the

instruments, Margaret's peripheral tempera-

ture dropped dramatically. lt is as though

she has two quite different neurological

states, one quite active and the other vory

cakn, It appeared that the latter had been

triggered by being in the crop circle.

Coaclusions
The measurernents we took showed clearly

that a1l three subjects were more relaxed and

at sase in the crop fields than when meas-

ured indoors earlier the same day. This was

most striking with Margaret, who, as well as

showing a large swing on the E.S.R. meter,

was overtly much more relaxed in her pos-

ture and in the muscles of the upper back.

shoulders and neck.

It would be interesting to hear accounts from
each ofthe participants and discover whether

there were also longer term bene{its. So

treat this very much as a qualitative result -

but we were measuring changes and seeing

usefu1 changes which were occurring when

these subjects were in the crop circles. I
rvould be rather reluctant to take the step oi
saying 'can we generalise that? Would other
people do th€ same in a corn circle or would
the same be true of these people every time

they went iato a crop circle? Clearly more

measurements are needed.

Finally a few musings - so what is going on?

What are we looking at? Is this perhaps some

direct interaction between the land or the

crop in the vicinity of the circle and is the

human organism perhaps influencing in some

way the eleckic field, or is it more of nature,

mind to mind?

For example the imposition of a marked

geometric shape, where you af,e not expect-

ing it, and without satisfactory explanation

of what intelligence had made its mark

there, could itself obviously have an impact

on the subeonsciousness and bring about

change in the body which we could measufe.

In the work that we do with the biofeedbaek

we do use eastern techniques, for example

YantraYoga has a series oftechniques which

are geared towards using mandalas to effect
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a cfrryt fu fre roind arod fte state of physi-
olosr md rrll beiag a* a fo€us of at0ention.

Abo fu Tfrchs use Teskas, painted pic-
t rE$ ufretc the imryes are designed to take
6r *tie** i# a cbagsd state af oonscious-
rc, So pqtrpe Ee rue seeing this in a

Elirfy uft*rn way, wtere the impression
b dG inddibty in the landscape and thus
r"rrt pmiHy be disregarded as some fig-
@€tof the mind."

Itc frlon up
.tl arygssfod by Peter Staples, I asked the
&rta rclrrrteers to complete a questionnaire
strling how they felt during the initial ex-
pdment at my house before entering the
rinles, how they felt whilst in the circles
md hov long the effect (if any) lasted.

Margaret Randall, who suffers from
Rsynauds Disease with the secondary con-
ditio,n of Systernic Sclerosis, states that she

felt quite normal and relaxed during the
iests at my house- Whilst in the circles she

ooticed a change in her mental state, i.e.
'tery much at peace", and also a change in
her physical stato, i.e. "on a high. Physically
I didn't feel any better or worse, but I did feel
very wide awake and energetic, which is
unusual for mel This state lasted about ten
days", I can vouch for this as I met her
several days later and have never seen her in
such an 'activated' state. This reaction is
dramatically different to previous visits to
formations in other years, when she has
fallen soundly asleep almost immediately.
idargaret also stated that whilst in the trian-
gle of the second formation she" felt very
uneasy, as though she was being 'watched"'.
She came out immediately. You will note
that Margaret's chango in both brain wave
pattern and E.S.R. reading was most notice-
able. I must add that for the first time,
Margaret was placed in a Yin formation.

Paul Vgay reports that he felt quite normal
at all times apart from feeling very headachy
whilst in the small north-north-east satellite
circle. "It seemed to last whilst I was in the
circle and I felt as if my energy was being
drained from the knees up. When I exited the
circle, I felt normal after five to ten min-
utes".

June Yates tells us "At Lucy's house, the
mind mirror was new to me, but I did manage
to change my brain patterns to a limited
extent. It was very much easier to get into
alpha rhythms in the crop circle and relaxa-
tion with concentration was facilitated"'.

I must add that I also felt exkemely ill in the
small north-north-east satellite circle. It bor-
ded onto a iramline and I had to watk at
least tweoty feet down the tramline away
from the circle before the effect wore olf
Each time I repeated this exercise, I had the
same effecl, However when Isobel went into
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this circle for ths first time she came out
Iiterally walking on air, she felt so incred-
ibly well. After a while, I observed her
refurning to the circle for a repeat dose,
but... within seconds she was out again,
feeling 'as sick as a parrof . IIad her Yin
energies been below par the first time she

entered? Had they been topped up to the
right level, tho"by causing her to O.D. the
second time around?

Very many thanks to both Pstor Staples and
Isobel Maxwell-Cade for oonducting this
experiment and for the generous use oftheir
time, equipment and skills. They have most
kindly agreed to repeat the tests nerl year.

It obelwo*ed with her laa husband, C. Maxwell
Cade, a pio neer in r esear ch bto binfealbeck and
min*body correlates of alteted stot* of con-
seiousness. Wilh Nona Coxhead he wrote 'The
Awa*ened Mind'. Eternerr, I 979.
Peter Stqrler, a physia gradaate, studied tirh
Mex*,et Cadeandafi*his da*, he arutlsabel
eotrtinued the raearch.

The Yorks and Humberside CCCS branch
first discussed the idea of a circlemaker
communications projeet at the branch meet-
ing May 9th 1993. We agreed to meel again
and thosr who by intuitioa (or other means)
had ideas for a circle formation design and
projected dates of circle occurrenee, would
relate these ideas to the rest of the group.

On May 12th I undertook some questions
and answers via a pendulum" The results of
this were that a 3-element design should be
drawn up (a circle formation comprising
threo parts), and the dates 3rd and 4th were
to be significant. I told Yorks member Sheila
Anderson and Anthony Hom ofthis pendu-
lum exercise on or about the 30th May.
Sheila had also been doing some pendulum
work and independent$ had arrived at simi-
lar results. The 3rd and 4th were significant
aad if we were to 'ask' the circlemakers for
a crop formation, a design consisting of three
parts was'accoptable'.

On June 9th we had a branch meeting during
which I discussed with the members my
feelings about the communications project.
My idea for a projected crop formation de-
sign, comprising a cirole- a separate ring of
the same diameter, with the ring containing
a smaller centre circle - was generally thought
to be acceptable. The dates 3rd and 4th were
also mentioned, and since all previous for-

mations at Arkendale (the location for the
project) had been formed around end ofJuly/
begmning of August, it was thought that the
night 3rd4th August should be chosen for
one of the prqiect night watohes.

During these weeks, various branch mem-
bers made trips to Arkendale, canying with
them thouglrts about the communications
project.

It was agreed that I would draw up the
formations design in time for the next meet-
ing, so that all the members could visualise
the proportiors of the formation. On June
19th I began a week in Wiltshire, helping out
with the American BLT circle project and
generally having a very good time - oating
and sleeping circles 25 hours a day!

With me that week were Anthony Hom,
Andrew Winn, my son Robin and his girl-
friend Emily. We decided to spend Sunday'
the 20th working on the BLT project. Since
discovering the 'fish' formation near
Lockeridge I have felt an affrnity with that
general area and Shaw Farm was on the BLT
list of 'usable' farms. We chose a fleld of
barley, alongside the Alton Barnes to
Lockeridge road, and spent all that Sunday
afternoon mapping it with a magnetcmeter,
walking every other hamline and the field
perimeter. It was a hot day and by the time
we had completed the task we were totally
exhaustod.

At one spot in this field I believe Anthony,
Andrew and myself felt 'something' might
occur. And I said out loud "This is a rice
place for a eircle." and I had in mind my 3-
elsment Yorks. project design (circle-ring-
small circle). Ineidentally, Robin and Emily
had chosen a less energetic path and were
sitting it out on the field edge!

I retumed to Yorkshire on the 27th June and
on the 28th drew out the formation design as

shown. This drawing is exact to scale with
the original and reproduces tlle general de-
sign I had been thinking about since the June
fth mecting. I produced the drawing at a
branch meeting on June 29th and it was
accepted with one adjustment. Jim Lyons
requested a change to the proportions of
small circle to outcr ring (to meet with
certain ratio oumbers he was working with).
I prepared a new drawing to this specifica-
tion.
Roughly two weeks after our Wiltshire week,
Andrew phoned. he was quite excited.
"Guess what - there is a fomration in "our'
field" (Shaw Farm) "and it's bang on the
spot we chose!" The CCCS listing has the
date 3rd-4th July.

I refumed to Wiltshire the last week in July
and checked out the formation and immedi-
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atelv recognised that it'*'as indeed posi-

tioned on 'our spot' in the field. It was in fact
not very obvious from the road and I believe

not overly visited. On entering the formation
I recognised a certain resemblance to the 3-
element design. although the circles had a

connecting pathway. I was on a family holi-
day (funny how you can still end up in fields)
and did not have my tape-measure with me.

I paced out the formation and drew a rough

sketch. I then sat for fi{teen minutes in quiet

contemplation - the circle fblt very good.

Over the following weeks project 'Ark' was

completed at Arkendale and much enjoy-
ment was had by all. We did not get a

fomration at Arkendale, which had produced

a circle for three consecutive years, but not
1 993.

Jim Lyons got the numbers he rvas looking
for, but in an unexpected rvay. [see Decem-

ber Circular]. These numbers had been in-
corporated into my second project Ark draw-

ing, bu1 tlie Shaw Farm formation appeared

near in proportion to my original dratlng.
thc proportions of which did not have aay

mathernatical connection - the design was

simply one that I felt looked nght.
As is so mr.rch the way rvith circles, nothing
is ever obvious. The group has reflected on

the 1993 project and slot'ly over the winter
moths this pattem has taken shape. I had left
my rough paste-out sketch ofthe Shaw Farm

circle in my camera bag. The other week I
came across it and I began to wonder how
close it w-as to my original dra*ing. My main

thoughts had been centred around the pro-

portion of the small circle to fte outer ring.
I could not hnd my original 'Ark' drarving,

but eventually I did after a complete tidy-up
of my circle o{Iice! The paced-out sketch

showed 5 paces for the diameter of the small

circle and 12 paces for the outer ring diam-

eter. My original 'Ark' drawing was in mil
limetres - 20mms small circle diameter,
49mms outer ring diameter. The proportions
of Shaw Farm compared to my drawing were

nlore or less exactl (paces x4 : mms.)

iml mly of cLdo Erutoa
dstda drm .hrc Mi[ 199)
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Cirdo Srds, 6la lor Yd!
rurcy d dla5roby J totm

A survey and drawing frorn John
Martineau shows the formation to be far
from geometrically symmetrical. (coin-
cidentally, the drawing supplied by John
was almost exactly tu,ice the size of my
'Ark' drawing so reducing it by half
gave a direct comparison - see diagram).

I think had the Shaw Farm formation
occurred at Arkendale, u,e could have
called project 'Ark' a complete success.

The similarity to the Ark drauing is

very close. The formation is listed as

occurring on the 3rd-4th Julr. We had

the 3rd and 4th as significant dales (

August was chosen from past Arkendale
events). The forrlation occurred in a

field we had chosen and spent time in
and in a special part ofthat fie1d. a place
I had verbally acknowledged. Do all
these coincidences add up to contnruni-
cation?

Footnotes
Colin .Iackson, (CCCS Wilts. conr.enorl
photographed the forn.ration from the
hill opposite. This shows a 'shadou.' or
repeat of the formation to one side of the
actual one, as if the heads of the stand-
ing crop u'ere bent to reproduce it asain.
nothing visible on ground inspection
could account for this photographrc ef-
fect. Paul Vigay did not enter the forma-
tion, but obtained an anomalous read-
ing, I believe> on an electrostatic volt-
meter at the edge of the road directlr
parallel to the formation.

Subsequent to writing the above report.
Jim Lyons discovered the folloxrng 5-

fold symmetry. It gets better and betterl

Five-fold symmety ot Shaw Farm. J. Lyors

fThis was the only formation during 1993

first reported to the Hotline by thefarmer
involved (Christopher Cutforth). He was
amused that it had appecred subsequent
to the deparlure of the German group who
had intended to observe the field inten-
sively!. BD.J

OIRCLB$ $F..$YMMreT.*Y

J,i$ Lyons
(Y *ccu

Origins of Symmetry

It goes without saying that Crop Forma-

tions mean different things to different
people. To some, their shapes signify sim-

p11' pleasing patterns having geometric

elegance combined with an undefinable

artistrc qualitu. To others, they embody a

mvstical element whose forms irnply a

signil-rcant relation to ancient ideas buried

in tl-re realms ol mlthologv. Those observ-

ers demanding a more quantitative out-

look- see their dimensions in terms of well

established ratios of dimensions, them-

selves largely defined in the early math-

ematics of pre-Christian civilisations.
Which approach is the correct one? The

answer must surely be - all of them.

To help clarify this bold slatement, it is

necessary to identifu a factor that embraces

all aspects of the phenomena. Such an ap-

proach cannot be unique to Crop Circles

since u,e are speaking in general terms about

both nature and number. The topic I have in

mind is that of Sl.mrnetry. A much used word

in er.en,dat' conversation, it has more spe-

cific meaning u.hen applied in a formal war

to descnbing Nature.

The Nature of Slmmetrl'
When we speak of things being symmetri-

cal. it is implied that a mirror reflection of
the object in question will produce the same

image, i.e an exchange of left - to - right and

vice versa. Alternatively, rotating certain

objects of well defined shape through a

given angle often produces an identical pat-

tem. Examples of this are, firstly, a simple

circle. It looks the same however you rotate

it. More specific examples are the rotation

of an equilateral triangle through 60 deg., a

square through 90 deg. and a hexagon through

45 deg.

Shapes reflect forces

What, you might say, has this to do with
Crop Circles? The answer is, quite a lot

For it is only within the last 50 years or so

that the relevance of Symmetry in Nature

has come to the fore, it now being recog-

nised that this phenomenon identifies not

only the shapes in Nature but also the

underlying forces governing these shapes
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In one ofhis latest popular books on math-

ematics in Science - 'Fearfirl Symmetry '
is God a Goometer?', Professor Ian Stewart

quotes Crop Circles as an example of
almod pcrfect symmetry in Nature, though,

hke all good commontators, he declines to

specutatc on the origin of their formation.

IIs dc conced€, however, that symme-

u1-{rcrting could well be involved. This

fo ttc tteme we will pursue in.more detail.

ffiora Beauty
flaviag hinted at the fact that many shapes

when rotated retain their initial form, it is
possible now to be more precise in our

desuiption of symmetry. The equilateral

triangle is said to have 3-fold symmetry,

the square 4-fold symmetry, the hexagon

5-fold symmetry etc. The latter however is

a mere doubling up on 3-fold symmetry

and therefore can be said not to count as a

unique symmetrygroup. There are ofcourse

many such doubling occurrences. In all of
this, whatever has happened to 5-fold sym-

metry?

Golden five
It turns out that, in all of Nature, this is a

most crucial degree of symmetry. Our well
known schoolboy triangle so beloved by

Pythagoras embeds not only sides ofleagth
3 and 4 but, by his theorem, possesses a

hypotenuse of length 5. Although this is

not widely known, this triangle disguises

the fact that the fundamental number of
Nature, namely The Golden Ratio, reeently

expossd in all its glory in ths Cirexlar, is

embedded within this triangle. The single

shape that perhaps most clearly reveals

this number and its associated symmetry

is the five pointed star. Adopted as the

badge of The Society of Pythagoras, as a

mystical symbol, it is also still widely
used today in such diverse areas &s na-

tional flags and even the logos of multi-
national companies such as Texaco!

Among the many geometrical properties

of Crop Circlos eminently oxplored by

John Martineau, he reminds us of the fact

that this shape also very nearly fits the the

relative orbits of certain planets. This was

first discovered, or certainly highlighted,
by Johannes Kepler during his discoveries

of the orbits of planets, Well before this,

however, our neolithic forefathers had

found its presence in Stone Circles and

located their stones appropriatoly. Stone-

henge is but one example. There are how-

ever many mor€.
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Implicit trecomes explicit
With all this background, it is perhaps not

surprising that, eventually it had to appear

explicitly in Crop Formations, despite its

implicit presence in many earlier forma-

tions (as identified by John). The appear-

ance at Bythorn of this shape, so well
discussed in the last issue ofthe Circular,
clearly indicates the basic form. As if we

needed reminding, this shape embodies

many times over the pre-eminence of The

Golden Ratio in the evolution of Nature.

From plants to animals and humans, this

ratio will simply zar go away when it
comes to comparing the relative dimen-

sions of elements of various speeies. Hcw
all these symmetries we have described

are linked is shown in Figure 1.

This shows how the flve pointed star can

be derived approximately from the ancient

Vesica Pisoes and also how it can be

'nested' to form a self similar figure so

prevalent in Fractal Geometry.

(rl
Dslvutlon ol n E polnird rlur

honr aVrrEa Plroer
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SsltSlntlurllyols t polnled fir
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Lights, Crosses and Yortices
Having once spotted that this 5-fold sym-

metrical star shape is ever present in 'obvi-
ously symmetrical' Stone and Crop Circles,

the next question is - what about non-sym-

metrical pictograms? The answer seoms to

be that, if the earth's geo-magnetic held,

rather than a garden roller, has anything to

do with the cause of the formation, if you try
hard enough you can find the hidden object.

By way of example, if we take that other

most impressive formation that occurred

last year, namely at Charley Knoll, Lough-

borough, documented and reported by the

East Mdlands Group, [rftr's rssze] one can

also find that ever-present shape. Figure 2
shows how this can be done in this particular

ease. The centre of the star coincides with
ths centre of one of the circles and this

becomes the vortex centre ofthe formation

from the physics point of view.

lVhy frve-fold geometry?

If this shape keeps turning up in formations,

albeit in a somewhat elandestine form, why
should it k there? These lines are really the

nodal lines of vibration pattems in the earth

aad are the sort ofthing that occurs when you

vibrate a circular metal plate on which you

sprinkle sand. Holding the plate fixed at

angular separations of 360 degrees divided

by 5 (i.e. 72 degrees) gives us this pattern.

A11 this was well known in the 19th century.

While this might explain how pattems are

made, it still does not answer the question -

why 5-fold geometry? The answer here is
that this is lhe simplest degree of slntmetry

where the symmetry itself can be braken.

If this coocept of broken symmetry still
appears somewhat of a mystery to you, think
of this example. Imagine a tug of war be-

tween two closely matched teams. The ribbon

you tie around the middle point of the rope to

idertify its centre and allow spectators to view

the progress ofeach team usually moves around

very Iiffle initially This effect hides the fact

that wittrin the rope itself there is a lot of stored

enorgy. However, if the rope wore suddenly to

snap or be cut near the centre, then this results

as we all know in bodies spread-eagled over

the ground. Not only has the gmmetical sym-

metry been troken but, to answer Professor

Stewart's point, fte underlying force has also

beon revealed.

Dynamics of crop pathrns
We have thus slorarly ddfted into a discussion

not only of the basic geomety of the pattems

I

Figure 1
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Figure 2

Charley Kno[ Loughborough

but also their underlying dl,namics. So here we

are again speculating on the force that flattats

the crops. The last thing we wish to invent is

some new force. This certainly would not go

down well with the physicistsl So what is left?

Sutrtle link of familiar forces

Ignoring those forces close to the hearts of
particle physicists, we are left with those eve-

ryday forces ue are all used to, namely electro-

magnetism and gravity. Both are crucial for litt
to exist. Although the link betueen them l.ras

been sperulated upon for over 150 years (cer-

tainly since the days of Mohael Faraday), the

subtlety of their linking ha.s yet to be clarified.

For Crop Circles. the key word here is 'subtle',

since these energies discussed in the context of
healing and dorvsing are certainly prevalent in

the phenomenon.

Heretical truths
We thus find ourselves in a position like
Galileo in the early 17th century where the

church would nct accept the clear scientific

evidence for the existence of orbiting bodies

around Jupiter, despite these being directlv

visible through a telescope. Apart from a hand-

ful of physicists. the clear manifestations of
subtle energies are not yet part ofthe working

practice of science. It is not' the turn of scien-

tists to look through the telescope to vie*'these

phenomena. The reason why they do not of
course is that a fern'applecarts are likely to be

overturned.

Evidence hornever is now beginning to suggest

that tJrc force we are tryitg to identify is non

other than a breaking of symmefry befipeen

these sublle energie.s. As the condensing of
steam to rvater is a *'ell known symmetry

breaking etTect, so the change from the subtle

state to the vortical motion of air provides a

possible mechanism for the release of the

Pase 18

forces involved.

Release of subtle energi'

Like particle ph-vsicists, u'e look for evi-

dence of the energies' pres€nce in the after

effects of the breaking process. Besides the

flattening of the crops. rvhat other elfects

occur? Interference u'ith electrical equip-

ment, certainly. but also- sometimes- ligl?/.t.

In the case of Charlev Knoil. there uere

indeed some excellent photographs uken br

Ann Brocklehurst of balls of iieht l]oatins

above the formation.

As is usual in such cases, Ann did not knos oi
their presence until the film was deleloped. As

far as can be judged fiom the evidence avarl-

able, these lights hovered above the centre of
the five pointed star. Like the curled up tug-of-

war men spread about the floor after the rope

had broken, these lights sit peacefully in their

most comfortable position, i.e their lowest

energy state, corresponding to the throat of the

vortex of subtle energy- generated in the s1m-

metry-breaking process. This is just like the

effect that aerodynamicists encounter rvhen

condensation of air occurs trapped in the vor-

tices generated on high speed aircrall The

condensed vapour appears to float around the

wings and fuselage but nevertheless lro\e)
with the aircraft.

Known forces?

Ifthese tantalising insights are conoborated in

due course. then it would appear that at least

the Crop Circle makers are employing forces

not unknoun to man. Their subtle use and

nature is however the result of that phenomena

now so important in physics, namel-v that of
Symmetry, but, more irnportantly, the brtak-

ins.-of-il

bending of stems at 55cm height, two small

circles remote from tramlines, and certatn

coincidences noticed by our meditation studr
group.[see Karcn Douglas's report - BDJ

Arguments put forward in favour of the

fomration being hoaxed were, for one, the

general prevalence of hoaxing this season.

Then, some leading CCCS members believe

that certain well-known hoaxers were seen

near the fonnation. Holvever, these suspects

rrere onlv seen there after the formation
appeared.

Extra$: w.,Foy,*Ing$eporr:

CEIARIEY.KIT.. : ,

ALIGh{MEI{TS

Cherles Holderness

CIIARLEYKNOLL
FORMATION 1993

, (nr- Iltl, Lo*ghborough)

Tony Caldicott
{CCCS E, t*idtarrd* co'nvsnor}

There is a marn lev line along the centre of the

main als oi the tbrmation, which lies 66

degrees oi true North and passes through
Timbenroc'l Hill and Hugglescote Church to
the S.W.- and \\ hnle Hill to the crossroads oi
the A60(X * ith the AJ6 (Fo:se Wav. then on

to Eashrell Church. to the N.E.

The cross arm of the formation is on a line
between Disen'orth Church (N.N.W.) and

Barvden }lill and Ulverscroft Priory to the

SSE. [Further lines run to many other
churches and ancient sites in the area].

The spur leading liom crrcle 7 appears to be

aligned N-S. There are energy spirals in all

oi rhe cir,;le.- uith underground water front
li-r iegress E of N W. of S. passing through
the ;entrc- olcircle 4. There is a lot of activity
rn the area around the pictogram. Bands of
energ\ \lere picked up at about 2.5m apart

ior a distance of 26m, along the tramlines S.

oi circle 3.
b*v,t,
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This folnation (see photograph p. 31 Sept

'93 Circular),300 feet in length and 2-3i t'eet

wide. appeared on the 7th Juh- 1993. in
Charnwood Forest, a hill-v area composed ol
ancicnt rocks and crossed by'geological fault
lines. The formation lay over one of the

latter, and connected up *'ith a number of le-Y

lines. Dowsers Mike Neu'ark and Charles

Holdemess, amongst others. detected very

strong energies in the formation. Other poinl
ers to its being 'genuine' were an associated

tIl'O sighting by an airline pilot. compass

and theodolite anomalies. dogs' reactions, Charles Holderness' - do*sing diagrarn
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i3 an t\\o subsequenl

:. '.r, 1:, !-ther dou'sers and the
,.:.. S-: fieorge de Trafford. the
':.r. the circles might resem-

.:: i\stem. A suggestion was
,: the iavout had been man-

-, l.t)O0BC, as a significant
. and that the pathwals had
5r huning a special rellcclire
also found at the Arbc,r Lou'
(Dcrbyshire)

'.--::.el \ervark also wrole c detailed dov's-

':a ..po/l on this fonnation. lle too;fix.utd
.;rtrrol le1, lines and alsct spider's weh 'eartlt

.'i?cr$ lbtes, which he t'otw*cl:;'with 'genu-

trt.' crop circles. IIe found ir 'Full of life and

t-1cu er: rt must be the circle of the lear if not the

centun' 1ilti.s was before tiiiing Bythom!)-
Il'ith regard to dre hoaxing problem, he sttg-
gests using groups of dowsers around the

coxtnlry. 'And the last thing that"s needed is to

ask aronnd 'I{as an-vone done this crop circle,
please?" il you bend o\er. someone r.,ill kick
you. so don't give them the chance!'

During the first fein'months of 199i. I con-

ducted a crop fonnation prediction experi-
menl- open to anyone in the West Midland
CCCS branch, with the follor,,ing simple
guidelines:-

1) All entries had to be in before the start of
the circle scason.

2) All entries were to be sent to me.
postmarked and sealed.

3) Predictions '*'ere divided into two cateso-
ries:- National and Local (W. Midlands)
formatiols.
4) As rnany predictions as one liked uere
allowed.
5) 'Genuine ' and man-made formations *ere
allowed.
6) All application forms had to grve the
name and address of the sender.

7) The envelopes containing the predictions

were to be opened by Barbara Davies on the

1Sth Seplember, 1993.

Results
I{or.r, close did the participants get to pre-

dicting crop formations of 1993? Well, no-
one predicted one exactly, but several par-
ticipants got very close. This is best demon-
-trated in the top fwo designs.

One seems to shou, the Charley Knoll for-
ration near Loughbourgh,while the other is

l:re a lormation that appeared near Devizes
::r eerlr June.

- iar3 sls6 included various other predic-
. -.- )rJ anr ofthese appear?

Tite Circular l'olume I Number 4

Conclusion
It is irnpossible to gain an1' 'hard' evidence
from projects like this - only 'sol'l' evidence.

Personally. I havc alwa-vs kept an open mind
on every aspect olcrop circles and I find the
results of this protect interesling and posi-

trve enough to run a similar projcct this
season. Apart from trying to garn positive

results. it adds a lightheartcd approach to
research. Maybe other CCCS branches oould
run a similar project. or a centralized one

could be undertaken

When I opened the envelopes, (still well and

trull'. sealed and postmarked with dates from
very early in the summer - typically May, or
even April), at a u.ell-attended rneeting in
Birmingham in September, I was rea11y

struck, having come fresh from compiling
the illustrated data-list. by the farniliar look
of some of the shapes. The two beneath the
'Charley Knoll' one, taken together (u'hich
is hou, I first saw them) immediately re-
called the Cheessfoot Head 'weighing ma-
chine', interpreted b1, Paul Vigay as a rota-
tion in space and dimensions of the Barbury
Castle design.

Whereas the one nexl to it, recalls. for rnc
anlava,v, the unusual tapered arc feature of
the 'Pluto' in East Field:

,D
Halos Q.{uneaton. Windmill Hrll. 'S' or 'W'
bends and Celtic crosses x.ere another fea-
ture ol summer 1993, and, of course, M25
triangles rvith grapeshot:

Jacquie Eldridge. b-v the rvay. actually de-

scribed the 'Charley Knoll' cross on the
hotline to me. and sent me a drau,ing of it.
ver"- early on. (1 neither showed nor de-
scnbed this to an,vone eise). She had said

that rvhat she had drarvn did no1 very well
coilvey the design she 'dreamed', u,'hioh
involved a senso that it represcnted 8 solar
svstem planets surrounding the eafih.

No-one predicted anything like B.vthorn,
houever - but then. Julian Richardson had
already made a 5-pointed star formation in
1992 al Cranford. Was Bl.thorn a kind of
response to the interest in 5-fold geometry
(as notabh' pursued b.v John Martineau and

nou' Jrn Lvor.rs - see afiiclc in this issue)?

And rve haven't seen anllhing like the chicken.
yetl

The fact that none of the above prediehons

\rer€ ac€urate x to plctce is consistent w-ilh

other experiences - se John Holman's account

ol the 'Ark' project. lbr instarrce - of a krnd of
response, but aluays rvhere it is no1 looked for.
The uhole West Midlarrds crop circle harvest

was else\atere! The phenornenon rentilds me
ola cat - 14 to entice it, it goes sonteuhere else,

then, r'hen lou are thurking of somethurg else,

1'ou tind it has been srtting in lcur lap for
several mintttes!

A half-circle of flattened rough grasses be-

side the ntotorway not far from Birmingham
airport, which appeared some time dr.rring

the winter, has been inspected and reported
by Anthony Harding. (West Midlands
CCCS) It has been dowsed as 'not a hoax'
- on the other hand. those who have seen it
allow lbr the possibility that it could be

accidentally or 'naturally' formed by e.g a

radar interference effect, traflic, or hot ex-
haust from one of the frequent low-flying
aircraft. (A Cornish engineer told me of an

event he witnessed a few years ago where
some - dry - hay was lifted up, swirled and
ignited, by the combined eflect ol a passing
helicopter and plane. He helped to put the
fires out, which left, he said, some neat rings
in the field - so he believes that all crop
circles are formed thusl) B.D.
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the event of a circle turning up and mote than

that if there wa$ means or opportunity to try

some sort of tentative communication' We

had a video camera and some single reflex

camoras, one with an infra red film. The site

we had picked for this little fiasco was

Husbands Bosworth, where there had been a

circle for the last four years. We had tried to

be as logical in all this as we could and hedge

our bets.

The first night came to a close, no circle -

spirits had been high and even though some

of the jokes had rapidly gone down hill after

about 4 am, the bacon sandwiches cooked on

a camping grill were very good.

The second night we were a little less well

attended. The study group decided to move

from being next to the field to a spot near

some water, but still wi& a clear view of the

field.

The Dirty Work
We began to settle down as best we c,ould. It
had become the standing joke that the East

Mdlands study group always ended up kiss-

ing the dirt, and that night was no exception,

I dread to think what was under the ground

sheet and if past experience was anl'thing to

go by I certainly didn't want to look. If there

was one thing I learnt this year it was discon-

certing to find I had a growing expertise in

the droppings of various aninlals.

Anomalous Ligbts
Suddenly as I was sitting down €ver so

carefully, the other members of the group

started shouting and pointing into the air:

there u'ere two white lights, one following

the other.

Whatever the lights were they rlere travel-

ling iairly steadily in the aura of the full
moon. Some of us had the impression that

the two lights were part of the same object,

but during discussion afterwards it was clear

that others felt the two were separate' There

was no noise and one of the team said they

had seen something drop from the two lights.

Re-Fuelling Exercise?
We theorised that this could have had

something to do with a re-fuelling exer-

cise, but, as one watch member rightly
pointed out, this is only allowed over the

water and not over 1and. The sighting

remains a my*tery, but it is interesting to

note that I have quite a few subsequent

reports of the same thing on the same date

from all over the country. The rest of the

night passed with the same bad jokes and

the good grub, before tired and a little
disappointed we all returned home.

Charley Knoll
On the 14th of July about ten or so days

after the crop watch Mark rang to tell rne

that there.had been a massive pictogrr
near junction 22 of the M1 moton*'q'- I
thought he was having me on and wheo lr
suggested we go and look at it I thought I'S
call his bluff and say yes. "We didn't hae
massive pictograms in the East Midlan&-

The first sight of the formation we got *a
from the motorway, I could hardly beliere

what I was seeing: it was fabulous. We gc
permission to enter it to have a look - it
was massive. We still had the walkic
talkies from the crop watch in the car so

we used them to communicate with eaeh

other as we inspected the various parts of
the formation.

Meanings and lmPlications?
It wasn't until a few days later that I begao

to think about what all this meant: the crop

watch had failsd and our projected shape

hadn't turned up, but here was this huge

crucifix forrnation. I sat going over the

study group file in rvhich I had kept a

record of all our meetings and I came

across the notes for the meditation we had

done on projected shapes. When I began to

go through all the drawings I began to

realise that just about all of them were

included in the Charley Knoll formation-

Call it coincidonce or what ever you like

but it took me a little bY surPrise.

The'Alison' Line
I don't recall if it was the same day or soon

after that one of our members came uP

with a map and showed us that if we drex

a line connecting the original mediation

site and Husbands Bosworth, Charle-r

Knoll fell on the centre of that line directl-r

between the two. It was nicknamed the

Alison line after its founder, and interest-

ingly enough if you extend it down the

country it goes through both Burgess Hill
and Lewes, homes of Barry Reynolds and

Andy Thomas of the Sussex branch.

Other Coincidences?
As we looked, other little things started to

come up: the date - it had been the 7th da1--

of the 7th month when it had first aP-

peared; the formation had seven main cir-

cles not including the tn'o grapeshot cir-

cles and at the time of the meditation and

the crop watch there had been serr'en mem-

bers of the studY grouP.

There were other things that would takt

too much time to go into norv (Mark

I{aywood saw a link between the forma-

tion and the constellation of Cygnus).

But I'm still asking myself what does al!

this mean? And the biggest question of ali

is:

Does it warrant a rePlY?

The Circular Vohtme 4 Number I

When this group was first convened it went

under the ridiculously long title 'CCCS East

Midland study group into anomalous ef-

fects'. It is now just called the study group-

As there have been up to seven members of
tho group, I hope they feel this is a faithful

account of events, as this article is written

from my point of view.

Beginnings
I remember when I and Mark Haylvood sat at

my house one April evening waiting to see

who would turn up to the first meeting, the

most prevalent thought in my mind was -

"'was I really going to suggest meditating in

the dark in a crop field as a legitimate line of
research into crop circles? Was I mad!" but

I also remember that this was taken quite

matter-of-a-factly by most of those present.

The ldea
Our CCCS branch was only just beginning to

get offthe ground and I didn't know anyone

thal well apart from Mark who I had met

during the previotts summer in the crop

circles that had appeared very near to both of
our homes. I must admit I saw it as som€

weird sort of calling, to try and do something

active with the circles instead of waiting

each year to see what would tum up. 1 think

I had reached a certain point in all this that

gave me this very overwhelming feeling that

I could no longer sit on my duff and do

nothing.

Group Work
The group began by leaming about various

aspects of work with meditation and subtle

energy fields. It was mostly new to most of
us and if anl.thing we've had a good laugh at

the extent to which we were all willing to go

to achieve our aims: commudcation with

the circlemakers.

One night we all got together and began to

meditate on possible shapes for circies that

may appear that yoar. Everyone drew their

impressions on paper and I kept them to wait
and see what lvould hapPen.

The Crop Watch
The CCCS branch had decided to do a crop

watch that summer to capfure the elusive

little devils at wcrk, preferably on vidoo

tape. The study group were also going to

take part and try to project the crop circle

shape we had decided on and also to see if
we could pick any'thing extra-sensory up in
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.J hi Kscll *rd,,"
Hans-Juergen Kyborg

In an accompttrrying letter to this article, the
authors say that it is a response to l.he

request for a few more details about their
discoyeries. after their previous arlicle,
'Hope', (Dec. issue)" They add that though
thel,had decided lo stay in lhe background
to at,oid getting involved in the hoa,ting
conlroversy 'W'e now have cotne to the con-
clusiort that il is necessary to make some
posilive elforls to oyercoflte lhe attacks of
the restless oppositiort within and without
lhe crop circle scene'.

We are well aware that the crop circle maga-
zines protrably receive letters with new theo-
ries about the circles cvery day, because it is
one of the features of the Phenomenon to
attract people's minds. Most of the theories
about numbffs, music, meteorology, chem-
istn'. old sacred symbols. mandalas etc. are

knorvn. \Ye are telling },ou the following
e\ents - $hrch reallr happened - not to put
ourselr es in the lbresround rrith a ne*-
'tlLrl:., \'. c l-::l '',:,: rrllr lrcLause r ou should
!-:i-'.r ::.- -. .:rt -j ,::-le -i]1=:: t:t:- \aers

l i :: -j a ri:' -: a\--i:-aa:1l .-ii-
.: a 

- a -- :

. -r: -' - :-' i;- -: a-:,:: .i:

: :_ '-'- 
a- " 

- -_ _ :

. : . - -: -::

i:.:it ::'. csir::::r..r,. .-; :l-Le i Tt-l pien.-n-
enon tue are members oi -\{LlO\-Centrai
Europrcan Section,t rre krou ven *e11 hou
people and organisations can be int'luenced
b1 'slxcial intelligence' to maintain cover-
up stories or to deai with so-called 'danger-
ous developments' in public awareness. At
the present state of imbalance of power on
Planet Earth the most dangerous thing to
those who mainlain this imbalance for their
orvn benefit - politically and religiousiy - is
the awakening of consciousness of people
that humankind is nol alone in the uniyerset

Steadfast n'ith a smile
We think it is best for the momenl lo stay
steadfast that there is a garubte Phenom-
enofi altd to focus all efforts to strike back to
the opposition in a positive way - u'ith a

srnile. The tv"'o pensioners are not impor-
tant, because they cannot cover-up what rvas

not invented by them but by others from far
arvay. John McNish may produce videos as

he likes to and may believe (does he really?)
that all circles are hoaxed:- we haye at least
one that is genuine, not known to him, given
to you and us by the Phenomenon in 1991.

The Circular trtolume I Nunber 4

Twelve design principles
We r,,'orked for more than one and a half

)'ears to develop an explanation of the mean-
ing of the circles. We anallsed them chrono.
Iogically and in this rvay it became clear that
there was a development in it. By the end, in
spring 1991. we had elaborated several uni-
versally applicable principles - tw'elve in
fact - which we could use to explain compo-
nent parts of the circles and formations. The
parts all together form the meaning of the
whole formation. It is just like learning
something ne.*,: first. something is explained
in detail and repeated several times (some-

times unintentionally by 'hoaxers'). Then,
when your'teacher' thinks you should have
got it. an abbreviation is introduced and

used in the tbllowing 'chapters' while other
new things are explained in depth to become
abbreviatiorrs later, too, and so on. It would
be possible to evolve parts of the big
pictograms into their meaning grapl,ically,
but then the formations would become at

least double in size, more complicated and
unclear for the unaided viewer.

These principles 
"r,hich 

rr,e found helped to
avoid confusion: a genuine formation seems

to be in balance in every respect-

Communication design
\\'ith the help of these principles we were
able to outline a piclogram (of about 30
irele:s in length) using no neu svmbols but
::s -.r-e . lr" el 1c us circles. nngs. rectan-
:.e. .:.i :l:1"\;',. -"1cs: i:nfLlr-ient \\3S the
:r:. r.-. - . .r=:.:i :l: Fl:::e: tranh- the
': :: l.::.-. l: .:.. ::-:: Sr,.:<I-- aaln::n_S

:-..i,::l:,: .r.S . .:.- .' :1..- ieSlie the
t - -i' :1i::':*tri::1::'i I''rncl
*:ij] ii:;:lqle illocl 1,\-nen *e s:r '1h:rc'

\\e mian the thrrd orbrt beceuse the oiten
seen atlachments that resemble numbers
(some have named them 'God's t-rngers')
are in fact the abbreviations for orbits.
From this day on we used this symbol as

our'call sign'.

In our first experimental formation we
emphasized the third orbit by making it a

bit uider and longer than ths other two and
added a small moon to show the Phenom-
enon that we had understood. All in all, it
comprised the follolr,'ing: "Hello, here rve
are. Are you coming from the star system
of Alpha Centauri that is four light-years
away? Are there four planets around your
sun in this double star system? Which is
your planetary orbit?"

We chose 'four light years' because it was
easier for us to express it in binary code. In
fact, Alpha Centauri is a double star sys-

tem, where the components are about 4.3
light-years away. Together with another
associated component, Proxima Centauri.
they are the very next suns to ours.

With all this in mind we travelled in 1991 to
Wiltshire. Before u,e started from Germany
we said several times to ourselves: if there
was only one single and even tiny circle in
the vicinity of our experimental fnrmation,
just a small circle to show 'their' attention,
just to say "Boys, ok, we see what you are
doing". then we rvould be the happiest souls
on Planet Earth.

Of course. it nearly is impossible to describe
events in the fields without mentioning one's
thoughts and emotions, but then this article
would become a book if we included all what
happened so far throughout the years. So we
would like to focus on July 1991.

After our first night in Windmill I{ouse,
north of Avebury, a place we love and feel
'at home' in, we were able to visit some
g€nuine circles the next moming, that had
appeared that very night on Maizey Farm.
This was July 11th. There were many ru-
mours of strange sightings of tights in the
Alton Bames area around these days. On
July 12th, we (and our thoughts) had been on
the site the farmer had chosen lbr us. Noth-
ing unusual came to our attention.

Question and answer. . ?

On July 13th, at 1:00 p.m.. we slarted our
experiment. We finished our 'question' five
hours of hard work later. We were often
visited bv very low-flving air force helicop
ters.

lVhen se lifted our heads alier we had
llni'hed our 'question' ne discovered a sin-
qle circle lbur hundred meters away that we
hadn't seen belbre. Had uhat rve didn't dare
to belrere rn our wrldest dreams come true.
to easilr'l

We immediatelv drove to the farm house to
tell the news. They all were astonished
because nobody had heard of this circle. On
the afternoon of the next day, July 14th, rr,'e

went out with the farmer's family to watch
the small circle and then to our experimental
fomration. In the elening of the same day we
stayed in the field until 3:00 am. Like so
many others, before and after, we tried to
catch a glimpse of some cosmic vibration.
Nobody else was out there, only rve and our
thoughts. Of course, \ve saw many lights.
some bright, some coloured. some dim but -
as experienced amateur astronomers and
IIFO investigators - we could identity them
all as aeroplanes> cars, satellites, trains.
signals etc.

On Julv 15th, we thought of comparing a

video we had taken before we started our
experiment with the one we took aftenrards.
We found that the circle u,as already there
before we started! But a farm worker who
uas nearby in the early evening ofJuly 12th.
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was absolut€ly sure that tlere was no circle

in the field as long as he was out there. So it
must have appeared in the night - July 12th
to July 13th.

The next day, July 16th, was when the small

circle abcve our experimental formation was
to be investigated early in the morning by a

team of experienced researchers: two ladies

and a gentlemen, a professional pilot. We
and the farmer's wife attended the investi
gation. Later a young man, also well known,
joined the group. Very soon the circle was

identified as genuine. It rally looked beau-

tiful because of its strange inner pattern:

spiralled at the edge, then like rays coming
out of the middle where in the cenke the
stoms were laid down in a shaight bunch.

And most extraordinary, tho ceotral lay of
stems pointed in the direction of an energy

line found by the pilot with his rods. And the
direction was just down the valley towards
our experimental formation. We had no
knowledge of this line until this moment. He
looked at us briefly with a mixture of scep-

ticism and astonishment. And we stood there

as little children and didn't know if we
should cry or laugh.

The farmer's wife reminded us of her
timetable and so we had to drive back, We
arrived at the farm house at 9.30 a.m.,
looked at some pictures the pilot had taken,
and then wo were invited for a cup of
coffee by the farmer's wife. A few minutes
later we sat around tho table in the kitchen:
on the left of the table Joachim, on the
other side in front of him one of the ladies.

Left of Joachim was Hans, left of Hans the
farmer's wifc at the coffee machine on the
stove. To the right of her stood the pilot
with his back leaning against the stovo, a

small window behind him. We all were
talking. Joachim remembers that during
tho conversation one moment he was look-
ing down to the table on some photographs
in frort of him with a picture of the circle
of August 12, 1989, the 'Swastika', on top
ofthe stack ofpictures, then Hans pushed

his arm and cried: 'W.hat was this??' Just
the second before the whole room was
filled with a bright white light so that
nobody could see each other! I All had seen

this flashlight-like light - except Joachim.
The farmer's wife had put her arms around
her little daughter protectively. For a mo-
ment there was silence aod in all faces was
astonishment. Then the farmer's wife
rushed outside the house to see if there
was something - nothing. The other lady of
the investigation team was still outside
the house when the light appeared inside
and sho confirmed that nothing unusual
was to be seen: no flashlights, no reflsc-
tions of sunlight. no passing car or aero-
plane. Outside everything was quiet and
peaceful.

Pase 22

For all of us it was hard to maintain our

composure. Later the pilot said that he had

a similar experience in 1985 when he

began his crop circle investigations. He
said that he had a feeling as if being
photographed, scanned or examined.

The fcllowing night the pictograms of Tem-
ple Farm and Barbury Castle appeared.

These were the only and the first ones in
this area since those at Maizey Farm on

July I lth - oxcept the small one above our
'question'. And they were thefirst ones in
line in this area after we had pul do** otr
'question'in this remote field near Alton
Barnes. We arrived at Temple Farm atrout

noon on July 17th. What we saw there
made us lose our composure.

One half of this beautiful and big pictogram

was a more than clear, exact and detailed

confirmation that the circles show what
we had worked out - stars and planets - and

that the principles we used were almost
correct. It was the inverted symbol for a

star with a big orbital plane. Within the

orbital plane a planel w*s travelling in
orbit three, a planet that has one moon. So

'they' gave us back our solar system with
all graphic extensions that are possible,
just to show that our thoughts were right,
The other half was an answer to our ques-

tion about 'their' star system: no dauble
srdr systom brtt a single slar with two
planets, one of them important. The star is
a bit smaller than our Sun but of the same

type. Not direcfly answered .was our que$-

tion about where this star and planetary

system could be fouod, but indirectly it
was shown that it was not the one we
proposed (Alpha Centauri).

On July 18th, we went inside the Barbury
Castle formation. The pilot was already at

work with his pole and camsra. What we
saw inside the field of Farmer White made

us all excited. The first thing we recog-
nised was this spiral to the bottom right of
the formation- It immediately reminded us

of a spiral galaxy - again an astronomical
symbol! We jumped around and danced

and cried and the pilot said: ' Slow down
- don't lose the ground beneath your feet!'
This was wise advice and we accepted it.

It took us until October {still at home) to
find out what the moaning of Barbury
Castle was. We could apply our twelve
principles to explain parts of it but there
remained some hard nuts to crack - and, to
top it all, everything in the pictogram was
connected with everything else.

#t
I

Barbury Castle star map
The pictogram itself is just like a guide cr e
map. With the help of each individual c*m-
poneirt of this pictogram we found a shr,
located at a very special place in the sky-

This star, a member of the constellatim
Orion, is to be found just insido the centre d
a celestial circle, the 'lYinter Circle' (r
'Winter Hexagon') that comprises: Canll
M*jor and Sirius, Canis Mnor and Procycn,
Getnini and Pollux, Auriga and Capella
Taurus with Aldebaran and Orion with Rigel
When Sirius is above the horizon this huge

alignment covers a major part of the sky-

Idany of these constellations and stars ar€

mentioned in the earliest myths of mankiad-

are engraved in the old stones and had been

the reason to build cireles and wheels to
measure their positions.

A sun like ours
The star we found is a bit smaller than ots
Sun but of the same type, just as was hinted
on Temple Farm: it can support life on its
planets, of which thore must be two, at

least, as was shown on Temple Farm and
in the Barbary Castle pictograa by two
orbits around the central star. This beauti-
ful yellow sun travels through space 57.13
light-years away from Earth, whioh means

it is a close neighbour to our central star

and it has rank 97 of the closest G-type
stars. Its visible magnitude is 6.54 and you
easily can see it with binoculars. In the
past, when the atmosphere was not so

poisoned with dust, chemical particles and

light from our cities, our ancestors might
have seen this dim point of light with tha
naked eye. Its coordinates are: RA
6h13m12.6s and DEC +10o37'39'. It is as

yet not named by humans, but it has e
number: HD 42807.

As if it was not enough that the Barbury
Castle pictogram had led us to the centra

of the Winter Circle to find not just anr
star but a most promising candidato fs
extra-terrestrial life, we also detected b
our amazemenl that our star is the try
feature in a star-pattern that strongly r+
sembles the triangle of Barbury Casllc-
Now we had no more doubt that all this m
could have been mere coincidence. Like r
mirror, the pictogram has its counterpst
in the sky.
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AII Tto hatr been inside this pictogram
rcil€mbcr that two of the lines forming the
trirylc u,tre slightly bent. The kinks in the
tro lic are at different places. The whole

ticbgrrm seems to be a bit crooked. In our
cmic reighbourhood, in the celestial tri-
aglc, &are are stars just at the place where
tte kinks are in the pictogram. And this
tirngle, unknown to us at that time, was

higt above us but invisible at dalight while
we ereated our experiment. In fact, it guides
the whole circle season by day and then
shows its splendour to us in the cold winter
nights. The celestial triangle is tihed from
the north by a special angle: - about 19.5o.

(Detail from starrnap supp[ed by dhors]

A special star
With the help of the circles we have found a
special star, a wonderful yellow sun tbat
spreads its warm light in the envircnmert
where at least two planets travel in their
orbits. After another two years of wxk with
the Phenomenon in the com fields of Wilt-
shire we today know that we all had to find
this star, even if it was only to test how far we
would come. It is on top of the pictcgram and
it is on top ofthe triangle in the sky; perhap*
it was the top of all the circles.

There are rumours that more than one civi-
Iisation is interested in Planet Earth. When
you take the beauty ofthe gonuine circles as

a miror of their cre&tors, then the siviliss-
tion that formed them must be 'positive'.
We are not sure if the star we found really is
their 'home' or only a base in our vicinity but
one thing is clear - it is impcrtant!

When we left England in July 1991 two
atbreviated replications of Temple Farm
appea.red in the area where we had been so

often the weeks before, one in Alton Priors
(July 19) and one in West Kennett (July 26).
Then the 'dolphin' pictograms appeared.
Apptying our prinoiples to these, they em-
phasize the principle of very 'strong connec-
tim' between two suns, planetary systems
u - beiogs: - yes, contact achieved.

Tlw Cbadar Volame 4 Number 4

We must stress that we don't think the
Phenomenon needs the circles to communi-
cate with humans. 'They' surely could use

other iools than eircles in wheat frelds if the
only inteirtion is to talk with us. The circles
are here to help us in a gentle way to re
orieirtate ourselves back to our natural envi-
ronment on this planet and in space, to open
our eyes to look around who and where we
are. They are a challenge to our spirit, a
reminder that there is a larger reality than
the one we are used to live in. And if we
accept this, we help the Phenomenon to
reach us. This is the way we all can bring
things back to balance and to help to evolve
Planet Earth to a better future.

I went to southem England in the middle of
July 1993 to join my friends in CSETI (Cen-
tre for the Study of Exhaterrestrial Intelli-
gonco) on a research prdect. Our intention
was to contact extra-terrestrial or non-hu-
man intelligence using the advanc€d meth-
ods and protocol developed by Dr. Steven
Greer, the founder of CSETI. We had trained
extensively in this methodology, which in-
cludes non-fear reactions and conscious
awareness in the face of the unknown. It is
CSETI's intentions to practice diplomatic
and wise behaviors towards all ETI (Exha-
temestrial Intelligence). Unless thers was
some compelling rcason to act otherwise, we
would behave with compassion, non-hostil-
rty, and non-acquisitiveness.

We were going out to groet unknown beings,
and we had to be on our best behavior. Our
experience has shown us that conscious con-
tact would be unlikely if we geaerated nega-
tive emotions, either within the group itself
or towards the ETI. That is why our CSETI
kaining periods have been so extensive and
valuable; we had to bond as a team and work
mhesively together as if our lives deporded
on each other. There was no space for per-
soaal emotional problems or hiddan agen-
das. This was ultra-reality we were inviting
and we had to be positive and ernotional$
collected. The generation of fear as a re-
$ponse to highly strange events had proved
very selfdefeating in the past. We were not
victims and we w6re not going to be ab-
ducted against our will - indeed we sought
the contact intentionally, fully realizing the
risk involved. We were courting danger, but
with the inner confidEnce in the overall
benevolence and grace ofthe universe and
our skills as representatives of the human

race. No greater risk than climbing a moun-
tain, we thought, and perhaps less of a risk
than walking in some of our cities!

Generally speaking, we all shared a belief
that the greater universe (or multiverse) was
intelligent in a way that spiritual and reli-
gious peoples knew about but reductionist
scientists didn't see. The history of UFO
interactions seemed to be slanted towards
fear-based reactions, victimization and un-
willing partioipation. Our experiences have
shown us that a positive, egalitarian diplo-
matic approach would give us a positive
contact with spiritual content. We chose to
take the high road. . . we all knew that the
advanced technology and exotic hardware
would be off limits, so we did not seek this.
Although we did seek communication with
the beings - as to what level it would come
- we werc uncertain, but faithful that we
would benefit from it.

I\ 1992, on a similar CSETI freld trip to
England, a group ofus under ttre guidance of
Dr. Greer, meditsied and visualized a trian-
gular shape with circles at e6ch apex. We
were asking the Circlemakers to communi-
cate with us and make a crop formation in
this shape. No word of our little experiment
Ieaked outside of the group. The next morn-
ing, the very shape we had visualized was
found in a field of wheat near Devizes in
Wiltshire, just five miles Aom where we had
been sitting, so we knew for certain that
eommunication was possible. Someone could
heer our coherent medilations and replied by
giving us what we had agked for. I thought
that the implications of this were staggering.
We all did. If this kind of communication
was possible, what other avenues of ap-
proach could we try? While we forsworo the
taking of souvenirs, we could take back
ideas and memories of our experiencss. We
might even be able to ask intelligent ques-
tions and bring back answers to some of our
problems here on Earth.

So it was in this spirit that wo met again in
England in 1993. Here then are some ex-
cerpts from my field notes takm from my
micro cassette recordsr transcribed and re-
constructed from memory where recessary.
It also helps to paint a picture ofthe ongoing
research of all CSETI teams in their efforts
to fine-tune the methodology and contact
ETI.

Anomalous Tones
Jufu 26. We are at the Furze Knoll site near
Calne in Wiltshiro. There are 13 of us to-
night. This is a rather rernote and secure
plaoe with a panoramic view from its hill top
location. Tonight we havo invited a small
SKY TV crew along so that they oould
secure some authentic footage of our
protocols and practices for a TV documen-
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tary program, The presence ofuntrained and

unknown people is always disrupting to the
group so rne chose to merely act out our
practice for their benefit. We believe strongiy
in public education so we felt that this was
the correct action to take. . - the SKY TV
program rvould reach three hundred million
people. . .

We had rather poor British surnmer weather

this night, tith strong winds and a cold
drizzle intermittent, so the TV crerl'left us

soon after they had secured enough footage

of our group and its activities. We then split
into tu,o groups, of six and seven members
each. The first group of six t'as given the
favored spot by the knoll which was shel-
tered from the wind. Our group p'ent about
100 yards to the North where *,e had a

slightly different view and a lot more wind.
We communicated between groups by use of
walkie-talkies radios.

81' 2am the weather tumed even more un-
pleasant r,vith high uinds and threats of rain.
Dr. Greer said rve should retreat to our cars

and do a C.T.S. meditation frorn there (C.T.S.
- or'Coherent thought sequencing' - is a self
guided type of meditation developed by Dr.
Greer).

tr

the tones had not ceased. I thought at first
that I was hearing an echo inside my head.

"Do you stifl hear the tones?" I asked Sharon.

"I certainly do." she replied. I proceeded to
remove the cassette fron the rnachine and

again we confirmed frat the tones u'ere still
continuing. "This is amazing!" Sharon said,

and opened her windowto call over to Steve n.

He replied that he was still hearing the tones

too. "Well, " she continued. "That is very
interesting, Steven, because the machine's
stopped and Ron just took the tape out. In
fact he's holding it in his hands right no*,!"
Steven then mentioned that although he

could still hear the tones. the_v sounded ven
faint. Sharon got out of the car and ap-

proached John and Maria Ward, asking if
they rvere hearing anything. Both Wards

replied that yes, they could hear the tones.

Sharon then approached Elizabeth's car.

She reported that she still heard the tones.

but Tom said that he did not.

I got out of the car and aftempted to record

these anomalous tones on the micro-cassette

recorder. Maybe we were all having some

audio hallucination, I reasoned. since Tom.
who is a pragmatic Ph.D. candidate. wasn't
hearing anything at all, But m,v recorder did
record the tones although the fidelity was

very poor. (We later took the cassette to a

sound 1ab, had it processed. and indeed
found the tones recorded there under the
hiss. Our conclusion uas that what we we re

hearing once the original tape had stopped
wasn't a hallucination. but quite real).

I felt a growing excitement and I was becom-

ing very awake. With my heightened sense

ofarvareness I tried to track the source ofthe
sound but u'as unable to tell exacth'rvhere it
originated from. It seemed to be omnidirec-
tional and of the same claritv no malter
nhich direction I turned. Then I began to
listen rvith consciousness rather than -just
hearing the sound. I noticed that the tones

lr'ere very similar in pitch to *hat u-e had

played on the machine but not quite the same

- the ne*' tones q'ere more 'pure' and of a

higher fidelitl than the recorded rersion.
Thel'possessed a clantr that penetrated deeply

into m1' being eren though thn. u ere soft - the5,

reminded me of the notes one can produce

when stroking the edge of a crystal goblet.

Consistently the tones u'ere about half octave

apart, and repetitive, a bit like the tempo of an

English Arnbulance. Occasionally I put rny
finger to my ear thinking. "This must be from
inside my iread". I rrandered il some unfamil-
iar technology was being used to make this
sound. Maybe this *'asn't shock *,aves moving
through the air that \re w€re hearing, but
something that afleoted the hearing cerrters in
our brains in anolher uay. . .

It was still quite windy aad the wind noise
u'as louder than the tones, yet the tones

never wavered in volume or clari\ and * e:.
always easy to hear. After about thirtl rr-:--
utes they faded and ceased.

We had radioed to the other group to enqu:::
if any of them had heard the anomalc-.
tones. They answered affimratively: sevel
of them had been aware of the continuir:
sound. What'*'as going on? We were a-

asking ourselves and each other. Finally oi::
group disbanded at about 3.30am. to rest.

This e'r,ent seems to have several importan:
considerations. Firstly, the duration in hme
of the anomalous tones evidently parallelea

the length of the played tones from the
cassette Secondly, the tonal quality and

pitch of the anomalous sounds was ven
similar to certain sections of Colin's record-

ing. u,hich had been slowed down in the 1ab

This led us to the conclusion that the anorna-

lous tones *'ere in resporwe to our pla-ved

tones. Evidently we were being communi-
cated rvith.

I felt it lronderfully ironic that u'hile ue
tere maliing eflbrts to efl'ect a contact of the
visual kind- some "intelligence" had replied
with a contact of the audio kind. No shortage

of cosmic humor here - I thought.

. . . "There is a continttous and perva-
sive smile oJ' love and understanding

from the cosmic mind that colored this
erperiefice Jbr me, and which has per-
sisted J'or ntanv mofiths as an overlay in
rrtt dailt' life. . . " More of Ron Russell's
erpenences in the 1993 circle season will be

recounted in thr: nexl Circular.

Rori- ufio generously donates many ofthe fine
phs you see in the Circularm is interosl

m acquiring prints of beautiful aud/or anoma
sho1s, for a book on the Artfulness ofthe

formation^s. Some of the profit u'ould be donated

CCCS. llrs address is:-Box 1307 Denver
80201 USA Tel/fox 303-298-91 I 4
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It had been my wish to spend my last night
hettre flying back to the States on (please.
just one more!) crop rvatch. Busty gracioush
hunrored my request, so on the eold night ci
August 12113 he, Peter Sorensen and I re-

claimed our lookout position on Knapp Hrlr
for a final watch. Peter bravely hauled mi
camping gear from the boot and made hirr,-
selfa pallet on the ground in front ofthe car

u.hile Busty and I opted to stay wann ar:
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Dr. Greer was in car #1. Sharon Adamiak
and I u,ere in car #2, John and Maria Ward
were in car #3, and Tom Beck and Elizabeth
Vann were in car #4 (see drawing). The rest

ofthe team just 100 yards away reported that
they were not suffering the wind and drizzle
like we u'ere. We thought that a bit strange:

our weather was terrible. Stel'cn (Greer)
then called orer to rne from his car to play the
cassette of the tones which had been re-

corded by Colin Andrews while inside the
crop circles of previous years. Colin had
given us this recording in hopes that it would
help to somehow link us with the circle-
makers We all believed that the tones rl,ere
anomalous and probably of other-worldly
origin. We all enjoyed using the tape during
our C.'LS.'s. I placed the tape in a portable
player and reached through the sun roof and
set it on the roofofthe car so that everyone
could hear. The rain had stopped but the
wind continued.

Audible Answer
We all ,ivere silent during our meditation.
The tape played for thirty minutes and then
the machine clicked off, I reached up and

retrieved the player from the car top and
closed the sun roof- I then became aware that
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comfortabtre hside. Above us, the exqui-
siteb' clear skr *oq'ed off billions of stars

and a brilliant crcscsrrt moon. Frequent
*eats of Iight punctuated the wateh as the
Pils€id metecr shower continued for its
foudl night. Below us sprawled The East

Fietd - a giant golden blackboard awaiting
&c L{aSb of the CircleMakers - unmarked

sare for two small Formations. I was cott-
rcsi- and expectant.

Busty shut the engine off, and as is his won!
prompfly dozed off ("I wuzn't sleepin'!'); I
admit to u:casionally doing the same. As
dawn broke and I stood scanning the Field

below in the pale light, my expectancy tumed
to disappointment as I rsalized that the
CircleMakers, certainly aware that the Field
was being 'watched over', had not transmit-
ted any new Gifts during the night. I could
also see thatRon Jones hadjoined us at some
point. Since Busty had an early-morning
errand to run and we were staying with Ron,
Peter and I climbed into Ron's car to head

home. We took a scenic route, past the
Waggon and Horses.

As I approached The Hill of Silbury ibr my
last time that year, I looked rvith melancholy
at the now old Ringed Circie with its curious
radial splay in the held across from The Hill,
tearfully aware that my Gift-laden CropCircle
Joumey of '93 would soon be over: in 4
hours, I would be on a plane headed for the

States.

As my eyes took in the Ringed Formation for
the last time, I noticed a shadow in tle field t
the old Formation's left. "What's that?" I
asked Peter tentatively, not yet daring to be-

lieve my eyes. "That wasn't thers ye$erday!"
he respondod cautiously. Joy surged tbrough

my every cell as I realized that we had, indeed,

received a Gift during the night - only it hadn't
arrived in the field in which we were expectiag

it!

We pulled in at the Long Barrou, car park and

quickly counted tramlines to determine our
entrance point. As we entered the field of
wheat, thedawn fog lay heavy in thevallq4 tie
early sun's rays had tumed the field the cclor
ofbumished copper. Our breaths condensed in
front of us as we hunied excitedly dovrn ths
tramline, passing the Ringed Circle on our
right.

Suddenly, we were there. A brand-new major
Fca'rnation lay before us, pristine, crisp, and

gli$ening in the early light. I held my breath,

h,adh daring to believe this was really hap
Fa;ng" As my heart pounded, Peter and I held
hmds- ad for the second time in two weeks
couoted to three and stepped into a virgin

\- 
- Formatirn togetlrer.

Pd€r q'ets me to mention the many 'magi-
cal! *andiag' stalks we discovered inside
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the Formation, and to describe the swirl of
the crop within the 'wheel'. We were, in-
deed, delighted when we'd noticed the way
the countercloekwise fluid-like flow within
the 'wheel' had been directed toward its
inner corner, where it terminated at the 4
o'clock position; many bunches of wind-
bundled wheat had been gently piled one of
top ofthe other, rising to over halfthe height
of the standing crop nexl to it. To be sure,

there was much beauty to admte within this
Formation, many fotos to take, and many
thanks to offer. But I believe the importance
of this Formation goes well beyond its magi-

cal arrival and physical beauty.

I retumed to Washington State and called

Peter the following day to learn t'hat I'd
missed in my 24 hours away. To my great

disappointment, our FreeAccess Formation
had already been 'squared' by the farmerl
(This was the second time this summsr a
Formation I'd been in had been sc1'thed the
day after I explored it.) Three days later,
however, I received two calls' from Colette
Dowell and Peter. Had I heard that The
Fomration had arrivod again?l A duplicated

Pattern was unprecedentod, to my knowl-
edge. We indeed have received similar Pat-

tems, but for one to be duplicated? . .

The energies had auspiciously como together

for Peter, enabling him to visit and video-
document both of them. He confirmed that
all the lays, including the beautiful sweep at

the wheel's 4 o'clock termination point,
were identical in both. The only notable
difference was the addition of two grapeshot

heneath the second Formation.

thought for a moment when suddenly They
'flashed' me, whipping the henchcoat open
for arr inslant belore once again u'rapping it
around Themselves. What had thev'shown'
me?

The implications of this Double Gift were
mind-boggling! 1) We were clearly shown
that The CircleMakers were very much aware
of what was 'going down' in our fields; 2)
They knew that the farmer had modified the
Energies ofthe first Pattem in an unaccept-
able way; 3) I sense that because the Ener-
gies had not had sufficient time to accom-
plish their intended tasks, They 4)
retransmitted the Energy Pattem to a field
owned by a farmer who (They were obvi-
ously aware) had already received three
other Formations and had allovred visitors
unfettered access to them.

Our CircleMakers are not playing games!

The work They are doing through these
magnificent Formations is, I believe, very
literally of Universal importance. Their love
for us, Their gentleness, Their sense of
humor, and Their creativity appear un-
bounded. I feel most pridleged to be sharing
in the dissemination of this knowledge ...

Now, I personally think of this Pattern as my
Bon Voyage Formation; but when I talk with
other CircleFolks, I refer to it as the
FreeAceess Symbol. Shortly after my retum
from England, our Arizona Cocirdinator
Sharon Warren faxed me aa article from a
magazine (published June '931) writton by a

woman who'd researched the derivation of
this symbol, She wrote to our Federal Gov-

ernmentand asked

them for every-
thing they had on
it. She learned that
here in the States

when the 'wheel-
chair' logo ap-
pears on a federal
building, it means
that an individual
in a wheelchair
will have free ac-
cess to any offrce
within that build-
irg.

The twin Arrivals closely resembled this
highly stylized logo; and it seems to me that
our CircleMakers used the Formations to
convey a similar message: They appear to be

reminding us that each of us does, indeed,
have free acc€ss to Universal Energies and
Knowledge, that we are not 'handicapped'
unless rve choose to acknowledge ourselves
as such. The choice, as always, is ours.

Second W4teelchair Forwation- East Kennet !993

I could barely contain my excitement! This
is the first time the CircleMakers had al-

lowed us even the tiniest glimpse into Their
Awareness. As I pondered the possible mean-

ings of the two Arrivals, I received in my
mind a visual impression of these non-physi-
cal CircleMaker Entities standing before me

in a trenchroat. I was holding this amusing

Photo: Steve Alexander
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ISOLATED GRAPESHOT

Peter SorensCn and ilyes
(Irf ,s the National Comdrnaior of the

CCC9A. S. Netwrk)

One of lhe most thrilling experiences you
can have '*,hile investigating Crop Circles is

to be the first hurnan into a Formation - can
you be blamed if, in a very real way, it feels

like the miracle was performed just for you?
Last July 28th, ilyes and I, along rvith
Kathleen Vande Kieft (also US) u,ere privi-
leged to be the hrst to set foot (all together,
on the count of three!) into an especially
magical 33'Circle located near the middle of
an organic tield of barley - without tramlines
- in East Cholderton (near Andover).

1) Organic barleycircle - note faint 'tramlines'
which on the ground were eirtudllj, non-existent,
rnaking it impossible to access the Formation
u'ithoilt leaving a trail. Photo: P. Sorensen

Virgin Circle
Although the location was near w-here we
were all staying with our gracious host, Ron
Jones, it was offthe beaten track and not at

all visible from the road. Thankfully, Bustl
pointed it out to us from the air, and r.r,e

eagerly visited it the follorving day. From
above, it looked like there were tramlines,
arrd rve didn't suspect that it was, in fact, an
organic field. But when we tried to find the
tractor's path to properly access the Circle,
it was no'w'here to be found. (On aerial video,
tlie lines are mere shadows compared to the
usual appearance of tramlines, and probably
&ere caused by the tractor sor,ring the {ield
with a seed dnll.) Realizing tht: uniquoness
ol the situation. rve did our best to lightlv
hrgh-step befween clumps of plants ancl

along drill lines, so u,e rnisht do as iittle
damage as possible. But tr-r, as rve ntigirt, u,e
lelt an obvious trail. On a silbseqr.lent flight,
our o\vn entry path was easl,to see.

Inside the Circle at last! While Kathleen
dowsed the center w'ith her srlver pendu-
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lum (strongly positive), and ilyes discov-
ered a magic feather in line with the
counterclockrvise flow, I walked very
slowly around the perimeter with video
rolling, looking for any signs of entry.
There was one rather wide drill line which
entered the Circle, but it had countless
individual stalks and rveeds standing un-
damaged within it. and it tapered down to
nothing about one hundred feet away. There
was no way an)' human being had made
that Circle unless they came and left via
helicopter I

(There t'as one area of this Little Organic
Barlev Circle u'hich appeared to have been
'rveather damaged' Approximatelv one-
eighth of the Circle's circumference was
poorly defined and the crop u'ithin it u.as

'messy', ie consisted ofbroken and snapped

stalks standing and lying apparentlr ran-

domly. It uasn't until I retumed to the Crrcle
through Peter's unedited version ofthe vrdeo

and noticed as he shot a 360' pan lrom the
center that while all the wheat on the crr-
cumference angled slightll' to the left. the
stalks within a very narro\r' band just insrde
the circumference very definitelr angled to
the right. I had observed in the three Com-
mas (the 999) Formation that one of the
three Circles had a counterclochqise border
around its clockwise swirl: *hat I sarr in the
Barley Circle was similar. I nou think that
what we previously believed to be a '*ind-
damaged' area in the Barler Circle *as
actually a reverse spin created *ith the same

Eneryies as the main Circle. u luch for some

reason didn't 'take' u'ell. - i\es - )

In gratitude for our Gft- u.e held a meditation
in the center. Aftenvards u.e searched lbr
magrcally bent stalks; at fint rre found none. It
appeared that the Crele had formed after ttre

crop was brown and urfler-ible. But then u,e

noticed a solitary stalk of oats near uhere we
were sitting. It was still rital. erquisitelv curved
at 90', and had a little green shoot sprouting
from the hse to show preciseJr',rrhich uay u,as

up. There can b€ no doubt as to the origtn ofthis
'simple' Barley Circlel

21 Curv*d oai stalks (growing a:nongst the turley)
L.lrrirke the barley, which was mature and tirus all
kinked, the oats were still greur (reddish), and able

Isolated gapeshot
Another lovely little miracle was a 2(r :,-,
Circle u'ith two grapeshot (4 feet and 6 t=.
northeast of Warminster that Kathleen ar.:
(Peter) visited right after the Balh Conie--
ence. Although the tramline was tangeni .

the mother Circle. there were fifteen feei -

immaculate crop isolating the grapeshot frc::
the nearsst line. However reluctant to ii;-
stroy the perfection clf the Fonnation u t
were, our desire to document it urged us t:
uade into the rvheat, with the camera rollir:g
all the uay. The center of the smaller grape-

shot was swirled into a cone that looke:
remarkabll' like a corn dolly. I found a

'trademark' magically curvcd stalk near ils
perimeter.

Roth the organic Barley Circle and the isc'
lated grapeshot u'ere in remote locations
uhere thel couldn't have been discovered
lrorn the ground until you were right up close

to tl.lem. They u'ere dillicult to find even
uhen spotted from the air. In the case oflhe
organic Circle, it was fortunate that Bustr
u'as guided to it at all, as it was outside his
usual patrol area. At the end ofthe day, these

sirnple but remarkable Circles confirm the
esoteric (or the plasma vortex!) origin of the
u,hole Phenomenon.

.HXARING YOTC.ESI

Sereh Bell

Basedon a seminar givento the JownalClab: an
informal gathering of academir psychalogbts
and others, on 24th Nov. 1993.

Introduction
This is a summary of the major points of the

account given in my booklet'Hearing Voices'-
1994 ranion, which describes a physical theorl'
of telepathl, in layman's language and also

makes some compatible suggestions on the
pslchological aspects of the'voices'.

'Hearing vokes' and telepathy
'Hearing voices', that is, experiencing an audi-
tory hallucination, is part of the general proc-

ess of experierrcing thoughts as extemal. For
erample, hallucinations niay mimic input from
any cf the senses. I suggest that sorne of the
'voices' may really hale an exleraal origin.
This rneans rhat physics as rvell as ps,vchologr

is involverl in any erplanalion. I hate been

rvorking on a scientitrlc and mathematical theon

loining t*lcpathy ('voices' frcr* an erterita,
:souree) and telekir:esis ialil.cting rnatler usm:
'rnind ra'aves') io ihe rnst uf physics. 'f1,.

tirv and'f'elt4;inesis, cr 'i'1'lll' fiN shod.

Eody, brain *rr*d misrl
'fhe booklet describes ihe relatrol benre:'
the bodl'and hrain, and the astral and notlr.'
nrirtd. [*OfI) - abslyact, itfiellectud - [i,

The Circulor [.'-olume I \-unbe, -
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The astral mind has a connection with the
brain and information can be passed from
the brsir to the astral mind and vice versa.

Tk astral mind is not so constrained to
inhibit a single location in space as the
traia. To put that another way, the astral

mind can travel at an infinite speed. This
allows one astral mind to meet another,
although the bodies of their owners are far
apart, and information can then pass be-

tween the two: telepathy. Just as the brain is
accompanied by the body, the astral mind
may also be accompanied by the as'tral body,

for example, in Out of The Body experi-
onces-

The study of the noetie mind, unlike &at of
the brain and astral mind, is not part of
physics. The noetic mind is the seat of the
will and here, if any where, lies the soul. The
noetic mind can associate itself wit} either
the brain or the astral mind.

I also suggest a plalrsible history for the
brain and mind: the histary of the rise of the
individual hum:l conseiousness. There is

evidence that this has evolved and continues
to evolve. At the start of the history tel-
epathic conneotions between individuals
were strong, but each individual had little
concept of himself as iadependeot- Iadeed
he was not. The strength of the telepttric
signal then fell, leading to the rise of the
individual reasoning self, with a rnore
evolved brain, and an individual asbal and
noetic mind.

States of the brain and mind and rkrrc
they come from
I classify the states of the brain and mind
relevant for studying hallucination inio three
states. First states which reflect the body, for
example the raw emotion ofanger or hunger,
second the immediate states which reflert
sensory input such as a heard voice, and
third, states which accompany a symbol or
symbols such as the abstract idea of anger or
a stream ofwords. I suggest that these states,

in addition to the previously acknowledged
origins can also arise through the rec,eption

of a telepathic signal.

I classify the possible origins of such a
telepathic signal as another personality or
personality fragment, another incarnate
human being, an animal, som€ono
discarsste, or a group mind. If another
iureate human being is the source, the
clepfhic *ignal may be sent subeon-
drsc&'- If the message ends in verbal
fuE if ea1' either be sent in this form, or
lr:sled hto it by the receiver. Deter-
,ni4 ttc mrrrcc of r 'voice' is the most
dtffi prt of rcquiring a skill in 'hear-
irg E*8 . fo pcyelcrls, ahhough recep-
tion d tte tdrydic d$ral is echane€d,
thc tbaftIy tD jtr&E tie sosrce is.lost.

?7neCirc*lr ftu 1!la,6cr, 1

The physics of telepathy
I describe the physics cf telepathy in very
simple terms. This can be done because

TTTT is a much simpler theory to under-

stand than Quantum Electrodynamics and

General Relativity. For example, park your
everyday body somewhere comfortable such
as your bed for kavelling in your astral body
(you do this every night, by the way), and
don't try to talk and telepath a message at the
same time: the two use the same brain mecha-
nisms. Also, be wamed: you carmot send a

telepathic fiessage without some sort of
reply retuming to you to complete the cir-
cuit. This is because the physical universe is

built from the circular paths made by tel-
epathic and electromagnetic signals.

Telepathons and crup circles
The physical universe consists of self-simi-
lar hierarchies of spinning signals made
from these signols. This includes the suba-
tomic particles. Their number must be en-
larged by the 'telepathons' from which our
astral minds and bodies are made. Crop
formations may illuskate one, two or more
levels of the hierarchy.

The relation: brain and body to astral
mind and body
There are single and multiple aspocts to
both the brain and astral mind. However,
it is mors common to consider the brain as

single but allow that multiple astral minds
may be connected to it. Also, our astral
mind may combine with others to form a
group mind; for example, Gaia might be

such a group mind. These minds, like that
part of the physioal world which contains
the brain, are made from a hierarchy of
spinning circles. Indeed, as already men-
tioned, these minds are part of the same
physical world and can affect the brain in
many ways. One way is that, not only can
the states of the brain be encoded in the
astral mind, but also vice versa. The first
followed by the second occurs in death and
reincarnation.

The future
We are nbw passing through a period of
rapid change in urhich the strength of the
telepathic signal is increasing. In the fu-
ture, the self-conscious and conscientious
individual may look forward to the ease

with which our ancestors sent and re-
oeived telepathic signals, combined with
the autonomy we gained on becoming able

to reason and the knowledge we gain from
following the methods of our science.

There is an alternative. Fail to apply our
science to what quite clearly exists: te-
lepathy and the astral mind. Fail to apply
our science to the noetic mind and hence
our conduct, and wo could return to a
primitive state - that of the ant heap.

For those familiar with the concept of psy-
chic channelling, Stanley Messenger's in-
teresting article on the subject in December
93's Circ*lar provides an illuminating per-

spective. However for those with little or no
knowledge of the phenomenon, this and the
subsequent reports on communication ex-
periments may serye to confuse, in that they
appear to portray channelling as absfuact and
unreliable, cf use only as a diverting aside-

Channelling isn't an exact science (I sup
pose by defrnition it isn't a science at all) but
it is rather more of a solid concept than some
may think, and a few things need to be
clarified.

I am not the world's greatest authority on
channelling and am not a channeller myselt
so others may wish to add or correct here, but
I have spent some considerable time here in
Sussex, conversing with characters (or 'en-
tities') who claim to be from other realms
and dimensions, usually discarnate human
beings currenfly between earthly lives. Much
of this contact has been with 'Joeb', chan-
nelled by Paul Bura, the entity we used to
guide us at CCCS Sussex in our 1993 crop
circle communication experimeats. Through
Joeb, and other communicants I've heard
speak through other channellers, I have come
to the conclusion that whatever people may
believe to be happening, channelling is an
eatirely genuine phenomenon. Whether you
choose to believe that the entities that speak

through channellers are who they claim to
be, or that these voices are merely the
channeller accessing his or her higher self,
the fact remains that the character that spoaks

exists as a distinct separate source of infor-
mation from the human channel and is there-
fore one worth consulting for a viewpoint
which may shed light from another perspec-
tive.

Joeb is as real to me as any other friend I'd
go to for advice. He is not some monotone
Dalek voice, but a true personality, bursting
with wisdom, humour and compassion. Ap
proach him with a query or problem and
he'll always have something useful to say

from another angle you wouldn't have found
yourself. Aad as with anyone you consult
you take or ignorc the advice as you see fit.

Channolling is achieved by the human 'host'
entering a state of meditation which raises

his vibrational frequency, while the 'entity'
that wishes or is asked to come through

$ffi
*h=:;;::;,:::':1:
F:1.1i i.1:..:l:i=n

q.swF:qgFsffi {,rytr ? uu(.nv*wrcr(
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lorvers his, both meeting in the middle as it
were. Communication can then take place as

the entity channels his personality through
the brain and vocal chords ofthe host. Some

channellers enter a trance state to achieve

this, while others remain fully aware during
this process.

A criticism often levelled at this type of
communication is that the state of the mind
of the channeller must surely affect and

influence the messengers that come through.
In some cases this is true. The usefulness

and accuracy of the information communi-
cated is therefore reliant on how advanced a

channeller the host is. This is rvhy channel-

ling rnessages are often used as useful refer-

ence sources rather than a repository of
'gospel' truth. The entity that speaks, how-
ever, may also not be in possession of the f'ull

facts about a subject. As Joeb is always keen

to point out, living in the other realms may
give you far wider insights into existence but
it doesn't give you access to unlimited infor-
mation!Fred Bloggs on the Fifth Dmension
may not know nearly as much as Jack Smith
on the Sixth, so what you get relies very
much on whom or what you are talking to. At
the end ofthe day, you have to see hot'what
you're hearing sits with you, and decide for
yourself *'hat to take on board and what to
ignore.

But on the whole, channelling proves to be a

valued guide for different people at different
times, and those lvith no involvement in the
pheiromenon should experience it for them-
selves before making anyjudgments. Speak-

ing with these communicants is often a

beautiful and uplifting experience, and a

great understanding of spiritualitv and love

is frequently displayed. There are darker
entities of course, but a good channeller u'ill
protect himself properly (there are r.arious
procedures) before entering a state of com-
munication. Vigilanoe is needed to listen
carefully to what is being said in the
channellings; "By their fruits vou shall knot
thern". Most entities. hou,ever. prove to Lre

of a positive origin.

CCCS Sussex's experiments in 1993 didn't
produce the exact results we would have

liked (see Barry Reynold's report, last is-
sue) but this could be put down to a number
of failings on our part, rather than the
channellings. Channelling in this case w.as

used to set up a line of communication with
the circlernakers, for whom Joeb acted as a
go-betw"een. The circlemakers appear to be

on a more distant plane than Joeb and lve
couldn't speak directly u.ith them, but with
Joeb as our intermediary we co-ordinated
our plans. Joeb admitted that eren they in
the other realms were on a "leaming curve"
in their attempts to communicate with us.

Although we didn't manage to witness a

crop fonnation going down. our psychic guid-
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ance to the site of our experiment was clearly

a success in that we discol'ered everlthing
exacfly as foretold by the channellers. Obvi-
ously more work is needed to make the
communication attelnpts a complete suc-

cess.

With the greatest of respect to Mike Rogers

of Hertfordshire CCCS, there was no way
their own similar attempts could have suc-

ceeded in this manner, because their group

$as not in agreement with the basic pnnci-
ples behind the idea - which w.as to be

present as a formation was created. Thel'
decided they didn't want this - so not sur-

prisingly nothing happened! In this respect.

the channelling was not at fault.

Wlratever the conflicting vieu s on the utilis-
ing of channelling for this tr'pe ol uork. it
seems to be the onlv lead rue have to direct

two-way communication g'ith the minds
behind the crop circles and it is a line rvhich

should be pursued funher.

There is nothing p€ryerse or unnatural about

channelling. It is a gift that man,v individu-
als, shamen and holy men have had for
thousands of years - a way of accessing

information and insights not normally avail-
able to the conscious mind. Whatever you
consider it to be, channelling surely has

something to offer in our ongoing quest for
the truth.

The subject should have faded into oblr:;-
soon after the Doug and Dave scam ttnrarelle;
but thanks to our misguided and gullible ct:-
leagues, it is repeatedly resuscitated. I a:
aware that the best way to deal with claims r:
hoaxing is to keep a wary e)'e on the eliderrt
but igrore the people making the claims. Bu:

since this ogre continues to raists its ugly heac.

perhaps I can be forgiven for bringing up the

matter one more time.

Recordetl evllence
I've been investigating Crop Circles in Canada

for four years and in England for two. For those

unfamiliar with my work, my specialty is

searching for anomalous etTects. I spend a

mmimum of 3 to 4 hours, sometimes 8 hours or

more. in each formation, noting and recording
anyttring odd. Sorne ofthe evidence I gather is

phvsrcal- like the la_v of the shllis, bends in the

sterns- dillering effects on *eeds. lack of dam-

age. etc. Other evidence is mechanical or
electrical, such as the effects on recording

equipment. cameras and film. Yet another area

is the physiological effects on people and

animals, including headaches. nausea, dizzi-

ness, visual and audio incidents. I also dowse

every site thoroughly.

Of the several hundred formations I've sfud-

ied, less than halfa dozen (none in Canada) fall
into the categon.of r.rhat I call'suspicious'. I
am not alone: there are numerous enthusiastic

and capable researchers out there who, through
meticulous and parnstaltrng labour, have come
to srmilar conclusions.

M.RD.
\\hat then is this lunacy which is gnpping

certarr -erperts'? Everyone has heard of the

Mad Corv Dsease. Could it be that a genetic

mutation has occurred, resulting in a terrible

neu allliction calld the Mad Researcher Dis-

ease'l Or is it that all these hoax virtuosos hare
trvo things in common, - laziness and gullibil-
itv? Mayb€, after 1,ears of laborious and time
consuming investigations, they have become

burned out by the demands and repetitive
nature ofthe rvork involved. Perhaps they have

become bored with the slorv pace at which the

circle pharomenon is unlblding and have been

drau,r, a.s a moth to a flame, by the illusionary
plausibility of hoaxing. Sadl.v, for thern the fine
rvine has soured.

Har.e former cnthusiasts someholl' been so

orercome by their deepest fears tha! as Michael
pointed out, they now seek only the dark

shadows amongst the brilliant light? Amaz-

ingly, they are cager to announce their gloom

without even stepping into a formation. In the

embarrassingiy revealing lvords of one, "Dis-
enchantment in 1993 was often such that sea-

soned circles researchers did not bother to go

and eramine many of the new fomrations."
Other sources of irritation are the transpar-

ently absurd analyses rnade by othenr.ise
well-meaning people. A remark often heard

The Circular tr'olume I lt'umber I

oN rfix MarrsRor

, 
HO&XERS

'fhad Deetki*

qr#*
Three cheers for Michael Glickman. His
impassioned article 'The Biggest Hoax of
All' in the Dec. '93 issue of 'The Circular'
really strikes a chord *ith rne.

I know I speak for manv others rvhen I say I
too am angry, upset and totally fed-up uith
the vocal, high profile minority of so-called
'experts' who have become increasingly
obsessed with the notion of hoaxing. They
make loud and irresponsible pronouncements

of hoaxing while rarely going into the fields
to study ths evidence . Worse. the odd assort-

rnent of misfits who claim to be the hoaxers

are being credited without ever having to lift
a finger.



is ttrrt a gtirla fcrmdim is a hmx because

fooryiB *ere ry*d in it Unless you arc

lW. catir ]m ae &e fird person to have
.rbEd r cq fudi:a G radty), how muld
dis Fcitl!- bc milered a criterion? Or how
fudice? Tob(orJim or Julian orDoug
aLr)* sen in the area, so all those new
frdne are likely his handiwork". Bril-
H lttrat nue eould these people wish fo,r?

S*w're oa this subject, lef s see u{rat typo

dpmm our colleagues are giving credit to so

c.gqly.

IisD Clode Encounters
Oa July 28th at the Nafferton Hall in
lvfadborough, Doug Bower invited the public

to bam at fir$ hand how he and Dave Chorley
started making crop circles it:.lW6. He would
give evidence proving they were the creators of
most circles.

I attended this. managing to raise questions

and speak to him privately afterwards, The
first thing that became evident is that Doug is
not the 'jolly hoarer' he is made out to be, but
adourold man r*to did not shike me as highly
intelligart. One wondsred at first why Kerr
Brown, and aot Dave Charley, shared the
podium with Doug and ryoke for at least half
the evening, but it soon becarne evi&nt that
Ken was in fact Doug's handler, virtually
telling him what to say and w&en to say it,
keeprng the questioning audience offbalance,
and guiding him tkough a mineidd of irrcsr-
sistencies and useless evidence.

After about 45 minutes of inmhiag the audi-
ence, Ken allou'od Doug some time. Orle oflfie
firs't things he did was to disassocide himself
from Dve. Dave, he said, was nothing btrt a
complailer and did virhrally nothing except
pack ttre ba and biscuits. He, Doug Bower, did
99% of the work. It is curious how *fienly,
from being a full parher (if not rnalx playcr as

in Cropcircle Conmmiqae), Dave was per-

sona non Sata. It would be intere*ing to hear
his response to this.

Doug then related for the next few hours
(constantly being intemrpted end conected by
Ken), how lorg and why he and Dave have
been making crop circles. Of the so-called
'evidence' presented to back their claims of
nidespread hoaxing, little stood the test of
creful scrutiny. An odd array of 'tools of the
rade' uas dispkyed: rain jackets, rubber booe,
tipods, Srcuded torch, sighting cap, stiok and

rin- crosspiece. The things that stuck me as

od rtre tttat the boots still had clods ofearth
(cmfulhl sfuck to the treads! The hipods,
&uSh trbted Haclq didn't display the slight-
a6 riE$s of being use4 and there was mud
*t b ttc kg tips, yet not a speck any-
rh dre As for the sighting cap, far from
h! futumcrhl in making a straight path
i t ffidqiry useless, shce the slightest
ffi dfre h6ad rcsufts in Iosiug your
IE of rthi h nrH be tantamount to a

Tbfu l-fuclNsrb*4

survey crew holding their theodolite free-
hand!

The impressively displayed photographs,
their strongest 'evidence', were a further
insult to the intelligence of the audience.

Out ofthe approximately 100 pictures pinned

to a board, only about halfa dozen showed a
partially finished formation, with both merry
pranksters in them. and then so close up that
it was impossible to say what the location
might be. They were also taken in daylight
(funny, I thought they said they made them
all at night?). Most of the rest were aerial
shots with dates rxritten on them . Wo doesn 't
haw a collection ofphotos ofcrop circles?
Hardly evidence of making them!

Most of Doug's talk consisted of irrelevant
details, avoiding hard facts. A1l arguments
came back to, "You'll just have to take my
word for it." Asked about details which he
should have known about he consistently
'forgot' or didn't knnw what the questioner
was asking. Nor could he explain any of the
anomalous physical haces in the lay, salTng
only "Must be your imagination". Nor could
he account for tho strange experiences of
resoarche$ such as rapid battery drain, cam-
era malfunction, electronic noises, head-
aches, etc.

"We did them all" - 2500 formations taking
3 hours each? Are we really supposed to
believe that these geriatric 'jolly pranksters'
spent from 1512 hours (12 weeks per season

for 14 years with 3 forays per week at 3 hours
per formation), to maximum of ?500 hours,
ofteIr in foul weather, in constant danger of
being caught by farmers or researchers, driv-

ing often for hours to and from location, for
the fun of it? And without their wives ever
noticing their absence fi'om bedl

Robert kving is another matter. ort the night
of August 8&, 1993, tinda Howe and I spent
six hourr with him at 'The Barge Inn' at-
tempting to gain some insight into his circle
hoaxing abilities and motives. It became
clear that ifRob Irving is responsible for any
crop circles at all, it is a tiny number. Fur-
thermore his admitted motives ars a mind-
numbing jumble of contradiction and delu-
sion. Although intelligent and courteous,
Irving seerns to bask in the spotlight of
negative attention and conhoversy.

The rrcal issues
No hoaxer, including Jim Schnabel, has ever
been able to substantiate his claims by means
of adequate evidence or by re-creating a
reasonable facsimile, even in broad day-
light.

Let's stop wasting time and get back to the
real issues, - who or what is REALLY mak-
ing the crop circles, why, and what does it
mean for all of us? An aspect of the circles
phenomenon which shculd not be overlooked
is the amazingly powerful bond which unites
the vast majority of the crop circle commu-
nity. The occasional bickering can hardly be
a surprise considering the diverse back-
ground and beliefsystems represented but I
personally have never experienced such a

powerful affimty with so many people in so
short a time. Perhaps this is the true purpose
ofthe crop circles, - to bring people together.
Wherever the phenomenon ultimately leads
us, it is a wonderful feeling to be part of it.

WANTED: -
ANOMALOUS PHOTOSiVII}EOS TAKEN IN OR NEAR CROP CIRCLES

We have a professional team ofscientists in the US currenily working on a variety ofodd photographic
elfects (spheres of light bands of color, black'darts', film wipes, 'mirage'effects, etc.) obtained bypeople
in and around crop circles, as well as individuals examining strange effects (light spheres, both dalime &
nigfu, video wipeg etc.).The team includes a promiaent photographic e4pert who helps authenticate the
material, animage-enhancementengineerwho has workedfortheU.S. gov'! anastrophysicist at Harvard
and a world-recognized specialist in electro-nragnetism- \Ue are adding team-members as need & circum-
stances dictate.

Our purpose is to, firstly, autheaticate the actual photo(s) an#or video{s); secondly, to rule out equipnrent
malfunction" frkn or tape glitcheq or impoper processing; thirdly, to rule out known phlrical causes for
the anomaly; andfinallytogleanasmuch data as possiblefiomvarious examinations inan attempttobuild
up a body of information for research purposes.

Ifyou have an anornalous photolvldeo and would Hko it eramlned:
PEOTO: -Sendat leaslaSxT print,plusabriefdescrlplionoftho situalion&aself-addressed,stamped
envelope to the address below. We'll evaluate the shot(s) and get back to you as to how to proceed ifthe
materialmeets ourresearchctileria.YlDEo: Sendabriefdescriptionofthe anomaly &aself-addrcssed,
strmped envelope so that we can follow-up.

We are very irdorested in s*trg your material. We are particularly itrerested in spheres of light
photographed or taped in daytirne, whe&er you saw the object or not at the time, altho' we'd like to hear
about any anomates you've captured on fllm or video.There is no cost to you for duplication ofmaterials
orthe examinations, once yourphoto/video is accepted You will eventuallyreceive a writteilreport(s) ofl
your material if it is examine4 andthe coplriglrt remains in your hands.

Send infoto:
Nancy Talbott, P.O. Bor 127, Carnhridge, MA 02140, USA (phone 61?/492-Ul5)
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Great Circles

I was glad to see the review of my booklet
'Global Sacred Alignments' because its rel-
evance to crop circles may not be immedi-
ately apparort to anyons.

The questions raised by the review are all
very pertinent but I think they may be, in
part at leas! due to the ratlsr briefkeaknent
I have given to a potentially vast subject, The
text was originally intended to be a maga-
zine article and is therefore restricted in
length. I hope to publish an expanded ver-
sion of it in due course in which your ques-
tions and others will bo examined in greater
detail.

If I have a complaint against your review it
would be that it gives the impression that I
have ignored the issues which you raise
whereas I would argue that I have at least
shown that I am aware of them. For examplg
on the question of the 'philosophical map' I
refer to both tho Earth Energy hl,pothesis
and the rival Seth/Jenkins one, The latter, in
particular, connects the phenomenoa to one
of the mosl comprehensive philosophical
visions to have emerged in recent esoteric
thought. Again, you ask'Why great circles':
I cited Watftins' conviction that leys follow
the lino of sight. Lines of latitude (except at
the equator) and moon circles simply do not
follow t}e line ofsight and cannot therefore
be leys as he conceived them.
Many people, including mysefi believe that
there is a connection between ley lines and
crop circles, but I have tJre impression that
the research on this is scattered and uncon-
vincing. I would love to see a review article
on the subject.

Terry Walsh

Bythorn Star, Little Gidding
and 'A Long, Hot Summer'

I was very interested to read (Dec. 1993) the
Editor's comment about T. S. Eliot in con-
nection with the Bythom Star near Little
Gidding. In a review of my novol (Long Hot
Summer - Sept. 1992) she commented that
she had not seen how the circles, Eliot and
the main story of my novel were 'integrated'.
Could the appearance ofthe Bythom sym-
bol, in 1993, appearing as it did so rear to
Eliot's 'Little Gidding', be a message to
Barbara?
As a Hampshire writer, I had long been
interested in the corn field phenomena, and
although the setting of my earlier novels is
Hampshire circle country, it wasn't until
1990 thatlwas able to see one on my 'patch'.
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It was such an extraordinary experience that
the next day I st*rted writing 'Long Hot
Summer', and by tho following February the
final draftwas in the hands of my publishers.
As the story was to end in the summer of
1991, I faced a minor problem beoause I
neodEd to 'forecast' what symbols might
appear in that year. I asked my son, Simon
Burton, who is quite well published on the
phenomenon, to put his neck on the block
and say what he would forecast. He said 'It
has to be the Golden Flower.' So it is his
description which appears on page 344. I
wes rsally pleased as this symbol, wiitr all
its Jungian connrctions, seemed absolutely
made for my leadmg lady with her Chiaese
ancestry.

A symbolic flewer, exactly as describod, did
appear late i* &e 1991 season. What v,ias

equaily irtiguing was that it appeared ia the
area which ia my novel I called
Childencoabe-

Now, to the Bythcrm Star, Little Giddiag and
this same noyet. ' . . 3nd the fire and the
rcrse are one' &om Eliot's 'Little Gidding'
leads into Chap. 7 cf my *ovel.
The 1993 Bythorn Star is eomposed of a
symbolic rose and the triangular ryrnbol of
fire, and the 'Star' appeared near to the
village of Littte Gidding. Interesting, isn't
it?. .

Betty Burton
A paper back version of the book is due out in
March. Ms. Burton would be interested in hearing
from any ofherreaders, o/o Harper Collinq Ham-
mersmittl

Bythorn: an overhead projection?

Peter Chapman's article on his Bl.thorn ' Star'
analysis (Circular December issue), has
caused me to look closely at his claims and
suggestions. He puts forward the view that
the extension of the pattern in a downhill
direction suggests that it was produced by
projection from above. Furthermore, Peter
has argued that the hypothetical projector
would have had to have been scanning from
a point sourco to have produced the meas-
ured distortion.

As is probably known to regular readers of
The Circular, that imagery is consistent
with my own solution to the gvauine crop
circle mystery. A letter received from Prof.
Gerald Hawkins, noting this, has spurred
me to do my own geomehical analysis using
Lucy Pringle's photograph as my informa-
tion source. The diagram shows the outcome
of my work.

It seems unlikely that the formation could
have been produced by a scanning projector
located directly above the centre ofthe cel-
tral circle. Even allowing for some exag-

geration in my estimated distortion of tk
formation, the wide beam scan angle fram
such a position would have notionally pro.
duced much outward splalng of the crop at
the outer rim, which is not in cvidence. So,
this points to the possibitty that the pro,ieo-

tor might have been radiating downhill frm
some point in the air uphill of the formatioc-
However, the consideralion that no notico-
able outward splay of the downhill rim musf
be produced limits the slalt angle which can
be considered. As can be seen from the
diagram, even though, initially, the requirod
scan angle reduces very rapidly as the slant
a*gle is reduced, it becomes a case of rapid$
diminishing retums because the angle, rela-
tive to the ground, at which the beam hits the
c()ps &t the lower rim of the formation,
carmst get much greater than about 50 de-
grees before it begins to decrease again and,
therefore, to increase the outward splaying
of the crop.

To conclude: if the Bythorn Star formation
had been produced in the manner proposed,
according to my calculations the scanning
projector would have had to have been l*
cated at an altitude of no more that 250 feet
above the field and to have been projecting
at a slant angle, relative to the field, of
approximately 70 degrees. This assumes
that the gradient of the field was 1:ll and
constant.

The lack of outward splaying at the rim of
the formation c*uses me to have serious
doubts about whether it was produced in this
way.
For all other circles (with and without dis-
tortions) considered by me in the past, it has
always been possible to loeate the source,
notionally, at altitudes of thousands of feet
above the formations. The Bythorn example
seems to be very different and I suggest that
otherexpianations should be sought. Iwould
welcome Petar Chapman's response.
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AL'STRALAN CROP MARKING

As fhis issae was going to press, Kevin Forbes ofVictoria, Auslralia,rang
me aboul some unexplahed mmkings infeld grass on his land. The shapes

have several in tere stfu g -fea frtres, including bein g'conbed away' or each

side of a fmce and from trees. Nol weather-damage - il had been 'rather
'cool' (for summ*1 . Ilhat k of particular interest is ihat thistles, decibed
as nc,rmally being like 'celery stalks', were benl but otherwise undamaged.

Soundfamiliar? K**in will be sending data and samples. B.D.
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TIRI GELLER
(ptavisbnal booking)

& LIJCY PRINGLE
1994 Crop Formations
Review af the Season
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Thursday 29th September 1994
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A national magazine with a northern origilr, cofimitted to reporting the
latest regional and national eveflts from fte famous Wessex formations

to the more remoti circles of the nort[ eg the "Star of David".

ARTICLES COMING UP:
A round up of 1993 circlesfromthenorth

The connection between the circle force andvolcanic blasts
Holbeck Hall disaster predicted

"An age like this".

The Circle Hunter is a non-profit-making
12 page A5 magazine, bursting with the

latest photos and diagrams.

Editors:
Ian McCormock and Anthony Horn

Write to: Anthony Horn,23, Sea View I)rive,
Scarborough, N. Yor}s YOll 3HY

Subs: f,l2 per annum for 12 issues - f1.20
single copy

Please make to Anthonv Horn
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Silbury Ililt with ringed circle (May '93). 1st Wheelchair (August) just visihle in same field as four dots towards top left

Photographs: Andrew King

Bent Rape stems in 1993 crop circle
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